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From Munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org Mon Jun 3 10:47:52 2013
From: Munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org (Mara Munroe)
Date: Mon, 3 Jun 2013 14:47:52 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Suggestions are needed [for digitizing]
Message-ID: <8D5076B2B24C544180F364946D3D98F80F5F3188@Contra.wals.local>
Wall-hanging plat maps (ours are 4 feet square), ledger-sized volumes of church
records from the oldest congregations in town, published anniversary histories of
those churches,.
Small booklets about how great your town is/was. Ours range from 1887 to 1919.
Some are aimed at recruiting industry, others were fundraisers.
Put out a call for photos of local historical events you can digitize: see
http://www.oshkoshpubliclibrary.org/localhistory/pictureoshkosh for samples.

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Lise' Taylor
Sent: Thursday, May 30, 2013 10:37 AM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Suggestions are needed
Hoping there might be others out there that can help with our problem - In December
of 2012, our Director purchased the Zetschel 12000 book scanner for our Genealogy
Dept, that's not the problem. The original plans were to scan all the old city
directories and load them to the library webpage. Fortunately for the public,
unfortunately for the department, this task has already been done by the folks at
Ancestry.com. So now the Genealogy Department is looking for projects to do with
this $25,000 machine.
We have checked every book in our small historic/fragile collection, they are
almost all already on line either through Google books or an University library,
free access.
Our next thought, the vertical files. There are 16 drawers of family histories
donated to the library by the descendants of the compiler of the files, but one
question hanging over our head is the legality of digitizing these files and
posting them on the library website. What type of permission do we need before we
spend the time digitizing and posting these files? While the files were donated
for library use, more than 10 years ago with some files more than 30 years old, the
digitizing and providing access online is not the same thing.
Does the time frame
make these files library property and thus we can do anything we like with them?
Is there anyone on the list that has had the same problem? - I am sure there is, as
it is a common problem. What did they do to alleviate the problem?
Also, what criteria have other libraries used to select items to be digitized? If
anyone has a sheet or form that they use to make digitization selections would you
mind sharing it with our Genealogy Department? There is no use in re-inventing the
wheel if it is not necessary.
Please contact me at this email if you are able to help us out in this situation,
ltaylor at shreve-lib.org<mailto:ltaylor at shreve-lib.org>
Thanks,
Lis? A. Taylor
Genealogy Librarian
Shreve Memorial Library

318-219-3468
ltaylor at shreve-lib.org<mailto:ltaylor at shreve-lib.org>

-This message has been scanned for viruses and
dangerous content by MailScanner<http://www.mailscanner.info/>, and is
believed to be clean.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130603/1a5e81de/
attachment.html>
From vtjones at nbccpl.org Mon Jun 3 14:12:35 2013
From: vtjones at nbccpl.org (Victor T Jones Jr)
Date: Mon, 3 Jun 2013 14:12:35 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Periodicals--Free for postage
Message-ID: <000001ce6085$ecbd5130$c637f390$@org>
I found a box of donations in my office of periodicals that are either
duplicates for us, or do not fit our collection. Free for postage.

NGS Quarterly:
1997: Jun, Sep, Dec
1998: Mar, Jun
1999: Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec
2000: Mar

Virginia GS Newsletter:
1997: Aug, Dec
1998: Feb, Apr
1999: Feb, Apr, Jun, Aug, Dec

Goldenseal: West Virginia Traditional Life:
1998: Winter
1999: Summer, Fall, Winter
2000: Spring, Summer

More may be forthcoming as I clean other areas.

Victor

--Victor T. Jones, Jr.
Special Collections Librarian
Kellenberger Room
New Bern-Craven County Public Library
400 Johnson Street
New Bern, NC 28560-4098

Phone: (252) 638-7808

Fax: (252) 638-7817

E-mail: <mailto:vjones at cpclib.org> vtjones at nbccpl.org or
<mailto:kellenbergerroom at gmail.com> kellenbergerroom at gmail.com
Web:

<http://newbern.cpclib.org/> http://newbern.cpclib.org

Opinions expressed in this communication are mine and do not necessarily
represent the opinions of the library.
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URL:
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From kdr at ckls.org Mon Jun 3 14:39:27 2013
From: kdr at ckls.org (Kathy Rippel)
Date: Mon, 03 Jun 2013 13:39:27 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Help with article
In-Reply-To: <7.0.1.0.2.20130530122530.0c5189c0@ckls.org>
References: <B38A0CD53CA6804391FB96C7BCA51A257E6D414F@SMLSVREX01.shreve-lib.org>
<7.0.1.0.2.20130530122530.0c5189c0@ckls.org>
Message-ID: <7.0.1.0.2.20130603133735.0233c4e8@ckls.org>
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130603/
c63e2595/attachment.html>
From dlwilson at pwcgov.org Tue Jun 4 15:47:17 2013
From: dlwilson at pwcgov.org (Wilson, Donald L)
Date: Tue, 4 Jun 2013 15:47:17 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] What's New in RELIC (June 2013)
In-Reply-To: <EXCHANGE2RkgTR3oyoi0000e382@exchange2.pwc.ad>

References: <EXCHANGE2RkgTR3oyoi0000e382@exchange2.pwc.ad>
Message-ID: <1315744270A88E4385A133A9BB44D070214066@exchange4.pwc.ad>
WHAT'S NEW IN RELIC
June 2013

The Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center for Genealogy and Local History (RELIC),
Prince William Public Library System, Bull Run Regional Library, 8051 Ashton
Avenue, Manassas, VA 20109. 703-792-4540 Email: relic2 at pwcgov.org
<mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org> .

To read the latest lists of new materials available in RELIC click on What's New in
RELIC <http://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/RELIC/Pages/What%27s-New-inRELIC.aspx> .

SAVE THE DATE:

SEPTEMBER 21

LEGAL GENEALOGIST JUDY RUSSELL
TO SPEAK AT RELIC AFTER DARK

Judy Russell, JD, CG, ?the Legal Genealogist? has agreed to be the principal
speaker at this year?s RELIC After Dark, our annual special event blending
education, research, dining and socializing on a Saturday evening. Dr. Russell has
become a familiar figure at national and regional conferences, and will present two
of her engaging lectures ?No Person Shall?.Gallop Horses in the Streets: Using
Court Records to Tell Family Stories
<http://www.legalgenealogist.com/lectures/topics/ctrecords> ? and ?From Blackstone
to the Statutes At Large: How Knowing the Law Makes Us Better Genealogists
<http://www.legalgenealogist.com/lectures/topics/knowinglaw> .?
The doors will open at 6:30 p.m. During the evening guests will be offered a
variety of hors d?oeuvres, beverages and desserts. They will also have the
opportunity to use the Library?s facilities to do their own genealogical or
historical research. RELIC and Bull Run Library staff will be on hand to assist
patrons with our resources. Printing from microfilm and electronic resources will
be free. We?ll call it a day at 11 p.m.
This event will be held on Saturday, September 21 at Bull Run Regional Library,
8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, VA 20110. Admission is $25 per person, cash or
check. Registrations will be accepted beginning July 1.

RELIC PROGRAMS

Here are our latest offerings. Funding for RELIC programs is provided by the
Friends of Central and Bull Run Libraries. Sign language interpretation is
available for Prince William Public Library programs if requested at least three
weeks in advance. To be notified of upcoming programs and new resources in RELIC,
visit eNotifications/subscribe
<http://eservice.pwcgov.org/eServices/eNotifications/subscribe.aspx>
and select
Library ? What?s New in RELIC. All these programs will take place at the community
room at Bull Run Regional Library, 8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, VA. Most programs
last about one hour. You may register for any of these programs at 703-792-4540 or
relic2 at pwcgov.org <mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org> .
For details see RELIC
Programs <http://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/RELIC/Pages/RELICPrograms.aspx> .

June 13, 11 a.m. ? Genealogy 201, with Tish Como.
June 25, 7 p.m. ? Understanding Genetic Genealogy, with Jim Logan; repeated July
11, 2 p.m.
July 23, 7 p.m. ? Unleash the Power of Google to Find Your Ancestors, with Susie
Besecker.
August 22, 11 a.m. ? The Battle of Bristoe Station, with Ron Mayer; repeated August
27, 7 p.m.

?Genealogy Doctor?: free counseling (contact us for an appointment).

GENEALOGY 201:

BEYOND THE BASICS

Presented by Tish Como

Genealogy 101 introduced basic resources and techniques for researching
your family's history.
Genealogy 201 presents alternate resources to enhance your
family's history and advanced search techniques to help maximize your results from
online databases including census records, passenger lists, maps, and books.
RELIC's Tish Como will present this program on Thursday, June 13 at 11 a.m.
To reserve a seat for this free program, contact RELIC at (703) 792-4540 or at
relic2 at pwcgov.org <mailto:RELIC2 at pwcgov.org> .

UNDERSTANDING GENETIC GENEALOGY
Presented by J. J. ?Jim? Logan

Have you had, or are you considering having your DNA tested for family history
research? Learn about the various types of genetic genealogy testing and what they
can mean for your genealogy research. This program will be presented by J. J. ?
Jim? Logan, group leader of the Fairfax County Genealogical Society?s Genetic
Genealogy Special Interest Group (SIG); he is also group administrator of J-mtDNA
and Logan DNA projects at FTDNA.
The program will be presented at Bull Run Regional Library on Tuesday, June 25,
2013, beginning at 7:00 p.m., and will be repeated on Thursday, July 11, at 2 p.m.
To register for this free program email Relic2 at pwcgov.org , or call RELIC at
(703) 792-4540.

UNLEASH THE POWER OF GOOGLE
TO FIND YOUR ANCESTORS
Presented by Susie Besecker

Technology instructor and amateur genealogist Susie Besecker will
demonstrate the various ways you can use Google to grow and enhance your family
tree.
The program will be presented at Bull Run Regional Library on Tuesday, July 23,
2013, beginning at 7:00 p.m. To register for this free program email Relic2 at
pwcgov.org, or call RELIC at (703) 792-4540.

THE BATTLE OF BRISTOE STATION
Presented by Ron Mayer

In this third year of Civil War anniversaries, military historian Ron Mayer rejoins
us a third time to impart the story of a major battle that took place here 150
years ago.
Now learn about the campaign that culminated in the Battle of Bristoe
Station in October 1863. Though not as bloody as First or Second Manassas, this
was a major conflict in the final years of the war.
Mr. Mayer has a knack of
describing and illustrating military situations that makes it all interesting and
understandable.
This program will be presented at Bull Run Regional Library on Thursday, August 22,

2013, beginning at 11 a.m. and will be repeated Tuesday, August 27, beginning at
7:00 p.m. To register for this free program email Relic2 at pwcgov.org, or call
RELIC at (703) 792-4540.

?Genealogy Doctor? Accepting Appointments for Research Help

Don Wilson, head of RELIC, sets aside time each month for free private sessions to
mentor persons researching their family history. A thirty-minute session can be
used to discuss and analyze an historical or genealogical problem that has stumped
you.

Daytime and evening hours are possible. To set up an appointment, please call
RELIC at 703-792-4540 or email relic2 at pwcgov.org . Bull Run Regional Library is
located at 8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, VA 20109.

Have a question about Prince William County history, places or families? Need
guidance with your genealogical research? You may contact RELIC staff for help and
advice at Ask RELIC <http://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/RELIC/Pages/AskRELIC.aspx> or by calling us at 703-792-4540.
Hours, September to June (ET):
Monday-Thursday 10am-9pm, Friday-Saturday 10am-5pm, Sunday noon-5pm. Closed
Federal holidays.

#
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From genlib at srlsys.org Thu Jun 6 09:31:07 2013
From: genlib at srlsys.org (Genealogy)
Date: Thu, 6 Jun 2013 09:31:07 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] NHGRs free to a good home
In-Reply-To: <1369345340.19392074@mail.athenslibrary.org>

References: <1369345340.19392074@mail.athenslibrary.org>
Message-ID: <003901ce62ba$19c23480$4d469d80$@srlsys.org>
Miss you!

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of astanley at athenslibrary.org
Sent: Thursday, May 23, 2013 5:42 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] NHGRs free to a good home

Hello:

The Heritage Room at the Athens-Clarke County Library has the following issues of
The New Hampshire Genealogical Record available for the cost of postage:

1990, Vol. 7, No. 3
1990, Vol. 7, No. 4
1991, Vol. 8, No. 1
1991, Vol. 8, No. 4
1992, Vol. 9, Nos. 1-4
1993, Vol. 10, Nos. 1-4
1994, Vol. 11, No. 1-2
1994, Vol. 11, No. 4
1995, Vol. 12, No. 1
1995, Vol. 12, No. 2
1995, Vol. 12, No. 4
1995 Index
1996, Vol. 13, Nos. 1-4
1997, Vol. 14, Nos. 1-4
1998, Vol. 15, Nos. 1-4
1999, Vol. 16, Nos. 1-4
2000, Vol. 17, Nos. 1-4

2001, Vol. 18, Nos. 1-4
2002, Vol. 19, Nos. 1-4
2002, Vol. 19, No. 2
2003, Vol. 20, Nos. 1-4
2004, Vol. 21, Nos. 1-4
2005, Vol. 22, Nos. 1-4
2006, Vol. 23, Nos. 1-4
2007, Vol. 24, Nos. 1-4
2008, Vol. 25, Nos. 1-4
2009, Vol. 26, Nos. 1-4
2010, Vol. 27, Nos. 1-4
2011, Vol. 28, Nos. 1-4
2012, No. 29, No. 1-2

Angela Stanley
Heritage Room Librarian
Athens-Clarke County Library
2025 Baxter Street
Athens, GA 30606
(706) 613-3650 x352
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URL:
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From history at eok.lib.ok.us Thu Jun 6 11:37:59 2013
From: history at eok.lib.ok.us (Grant Foreman Genealogy)
Date: Thu, 06 Jun 2013 10:37:59 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] NHGRs free to a good home

In-Reply-To: <fbf5ca82ae80.51b0acd3@eok.lib.ok.us>
References: <1369345340.19392074@mail.athenslibrary.org>
<003901ce62ba$19c23480$4d469d80$@srlsys.org>
<fbe79f70edfc.51b0ac95@eok.lib.ok.us>
<fbf5ca82ae80.51b0acd3@eok.lib.ok.us>
Message-ID: <fbc80cc1ddd8.51b06687@eok.lib.ok.us>
We could use the New Hampshire Gen. Records, but, we cannot send you a check until
after the first of our fiscal year (Jul 1).
Jere Harris
Muskogee Public Library
On 06/06/13, Genealogy <genlib at srlsys.org> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
> Miss you!
>
>
>
>
>
> From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of astanley at athenslibrary.org
> Sent: Thursday, May 23, 2013 5:42 PM
> To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> Subject: [Genealib] NHGRs free to a good home
>
>
>
> Hello:
>
>
>
> The Heritage Room at the Athens-Clarke County Library has the following issues of
The New Hampshire Genealogical Record available for the cost of postage:
>
>
>
> 1990, Vol. 7, No. 3
>
> 1990, Vol. 7, No. 4
>
> 1991, Vol. 8, No. 1
>
> 1991, Vol. 8, No. 4
>
> 1992, Vol. 9, Nos. 1-4
>
> 1993, Vol. 10, Nos. 1-4
>
> 1994, Vol. 11, No. 1-2
>
> 1994, Vol. 11, No. 4
>
> 1995, Vol. 12, No. 1
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

1995, Vol. 12, No. 2
1995, Vol. 12, No. 4
1995 Index
1996, Vol. 13, Nos. 1-4
1997, Vol. 14, Nos. 1-4
1998, Vol. 15, Nos. 1-4
1999, Vol. 16, Nos. 1-4
2000, Vol. 17, Nos. 1-4
2001, Vol. 18, Nos. 1-4
2002, Vol. 19, Nos. 1-4
2002, Vol. 19, No. 2
2003, Vol. 20, Nos. 1-4
2004, Vol. 21, Nos. 1-4
2005, Vol. 22, Nos. 1-4
2006, Vol. 23, Nos. 1-4
2007, Vol. 24, Nos. 1-4
2008, Vol. 25, Nos. 1-4
2009, Vol. 26, Nos. 1-4
2010, Vol. 27, Nos. 1-4
2011, Vol. 28, Nos. 1-4
2012, No. 29, No. 1-2

Angela Stanley
Heritage Room Librarian
Athens-Clarke County Library
2025 Baxter Street
Athens, GA 30606

>
> (706) 613-3650 x352
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
-Local History and Genealogical Department
Muskogee Public Library
801 W. Okmulgee
Muskogee, OK 74401
history at eok.lib.ok.us
918-682-6657
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From kdr at ckls.org Thu Jun 6 11:43:31 2013
From: kdr at ckls.org (Kathleen Rippel)
Date: Thu, 06 Jun 2013 10:43:31 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Help with article
In-Reply-To: <7.0.1.0.2.20130603133735.0233c4e8@ckls.org>
References: <B38A0CD53CA6804391FB96C7BCA51A257E6D414F@SMLSVREX01.shreve-lib.org>
<7.0.1.0.2.20130530122530.0c5189c0@ckls.org>
<7.0.1.0.2.20130603133735.0233c4e8@ckls.org>
Message-ID: <7.0.1.0.2.20130606104249.0c4c1000@ckls.org>
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130606/
ea077fc6/attachment.html>
From lmarkel at ala.org Thu Jun 6 14:09:33 2013
From: lmarkel at ala.org (Liz Markel)
Date: Thu, 6 Jun 2013 14:09:33 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] RUSA Programs at ALA Annual
References: <AC7533366967694BBBA369A1642F8E351F04CD0B@WCU-XCH-05.PASSHE.LCL>
<647E7C0598258B4194D9A731DAAE59E8020F571E@BE144.mail.lan>
<AC7533366967694BBBA369A1642F8E351F04CDA3@WCU-XCH-05.PASSHE.LCL>
Message-ID: <647E7C0598258B4194D9A731DAAE59E8020F572F@BE144.mail.lan>
ALA Annual Conference time is getting closer...! Have you built your schedule yet?
Consider attending some of these thought-provoking programs offered by the
Reference and User Services Association (RUSA), a division of ALA. Many of our
events were selected as "top conference picks" by Library Journal!
This year's programs cover the following topics:
*
Authors and adult literature
*
Business reference
*
Reference and reference technology
*
Outreach, community engagement and customer service
*
Resource-sharing
Keep reading for more information about these programs and links to the events in
the ALA Annual Conference scheduler.

ABOUT US: RUSA serves librarians in: frontline reference, readers advisory,
collection development, business reference and other specialized areas of
reference, genealogical research, management of local history collections,
interlibrary loan and resource sharing, reference and outreach to special
populations and emerging technologies in reference. Learn more at www.ala.org/rusa.
================================
================================
RUSA PRESIDENT'S PROGRAM: The Myth and the Reality of the Evolving Patron
<http://ala13.ala.org/node/10227>, 4 - 5:30p.m. on Saturday, June 29, featuring Lee
Rainie, director, Pew Research Center's Internet & American Life Project. Rainie,
co-author of the new book "Networked: The New Social Operating System" and lead
researcher on new studies of adults and teens, will share the latest data about how
Americans are interacting with information technology and electronic books. Program
participants will learn more about how Americans think about libraries and
information, their use of library services and what they value - important
information that can help libraries improve collections and services.
A follow-up discussion to the program will be held on from 10:30 -11:30 a.m. on
Sunday, June 30 <http://ala13.ala.org/node/11269>, as Rainie and library leaders
Emily Ford, David Lankes and Marie Radford will discuss how the Pew study data will
influence your library's future. Join the conversation surrounding this topic on
Twitter by using the hashtag #rusapres13. **The Sunday conversation was selected by
Library Journal as a top conference pick.**
================================
================================
AUTHORS AND ADULT LITERATURE, all of which were selected as top conference picks by
Library Journal:
*
Beyond Genre: Exploring the Perception, Uses, and Misuses of Genre by
Readers, Writers, and Librarians <http://ala13.ala.org/node/10224>, 10:30 a.m. 11:30 a.m., Saturday. Join us at the Readers' Advisory Research and Trends Forum,
where we question authors and librarians about the ways genre is used to sell
books, the limitations of reading within a genre box and the challenges "genre"
poses for readers' advisors. Speakers: authors Margaret Dilloway, Laura Lippman and
Naomi Novik.
*
Literary Tastes: Celebrating the Best Reading of the Year
<http://ala13.ala.org/node/10715>, 8 - 10 a.m. Sunday. Listen to some of the year's
best authors discuss their works and the craft of writing while enjoying the
company of other book lovers. This year's authors are Peter Heller, author of 2013
RUSA Notable Book "The Dog Stars" (Knopf); Jonathan Tropper, author of 2013 RUSA
Notable Book "One Last Thing Before I Go" (Dutton); Matti Friedman, author of "The
Aleppo Codex: A True Story of Obsession, Faith, and the Pursuit of an Ancient
Bible" (Algonquin), winner of the 2013 Sophie Brody Medal for achievement in Jewish
literature; Lyndsay Faye, author of "The Gods of Gotham" (Putnam), the top pick for
The Reading List's Mystery category in 2013.
*
Reception: Andrew Carnegie Medals for Excellence in Fiction and
Nonfiction, 8 - 10 p.m. Sunday. This standing-room only event garnered rave reviews
in 2012! The announcement and presentation of the second Andrew Carnegie Medals for
Excellence in Fiction and Nonfiction
<http://www.ala.org/awardsgrants/carnegieadult>, ALA's only single-book awards for
adult trade fiction and nonfiction, will be followed by a dessert and drinks
reception. Separate registration required--purchase your ticket here (Event Code:
RUS2).<http://ala13.ala.org/register-now>
BUSINESS REFERENCE PROGRAMMING, hosted by the Business Reference and Services
Section (BRASS) of RUSA:

*
Business Reference 101 <http://ala13.ala.org/node/10714>, 8:30 a.m. - 4
p.m. Friday. Designed for new business librarians, generalists who have assumed
responsibility in business librarianship or librarians who handle business
reference-related inquiries in all types of libraries, including academic, public
and special libraries. Speakers will cover core resources for business reference,
the assessment of business resources and licensing for business products. This
preconference requires separate, advance registration. Details
here.<http://www.ala.org/rusa/events/annual>
*
Smart investing @ your library: Community Connector
<http://ala13.ala.org/node/10057>, 10:30 a.m. - 11:30 a.m. Saturday. Learn how
librarians are making new connections with new audiences and expanding their own
financial education frontier with outreach programs to seniors, teens and children.
This program is part of Smart investing @ your library, a partnership between ALA,
RUSA and the FINRA Investor Education Foundation. Learn
more.<http://smartinvesting.ala.org/>
*
Investment Success! Building & Managing Your Retirement Portfolio
<http://ala13.ala.org/node/10233>, 8:30 a.m. - 10 a.m. Monday. In this program,
investment professionals will demystify the process and help us understand
essential principles and how to apply them to make better decisions to meet our
retirement goals. The presentation will include a discussion of the common mistakes
investors make, why we make them and how to avoid them.
REFERENCE and REFERENCE TECHNOLOGY programs:
*
19th Annual Reference Research Forum <http://ala13.ala.org/node/10225>, 1
p.m. - 2:30 p.m. Saturday. One of the most popular and valuable programs, where
attendees can learn about notable projects conducted in the broad area of reference
services. This year's topics are: Research Guides Usability Study, Two Birds, One
Stone: Using a Mixed Methods Approach to Measure Service Process and Identify
Usability Pain Points in Virtual Reference, and Query Clarification in Chat
Reference: A Visual Transcript Analysis.
*
Usability, the User Experience & Interface Design: The Role of Reference
<http://ala13.ala.org/node/10229>, 1 p.m. - 2:30 p.m. Sunday. How are we collecting
data and observing behavior to improve these interfaces to better meet our user's
needs? How can we learn from what other researchers are studying and use that data
to implement change? What is the new relationship between the virtual space, the
physical space and the user experience?
*
Leveraging Open Source Software to Create Library Websites
<http://ala13.ala.org/node/10232>, 3 p.m. - 4 p.m. Sunday. Is your library
considering using open source software such as Drupal, WordPress or Omeka to revamp
your library's website, create a digital archive or a staff intranet? Our speakers
will provide an overview of open source software and discuss some of their features
and capabilities.
*
Digital History: New Methodologies Facilitated by New Technologies
<http://ala13.ala.org/node/10054>, Sunday, 1 p.m. - 2:30 p.m. Sunday. Digital
History is providing new pathways to traditional historical research methodologies.
Panelists will address the opportunities in researching with digital history and
the problems they have encountered in using these sources.
OUTREACH, COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT and CUSTOMER SERVICE programs:
*
Collection Development & Community Expectations: Managing Collections and
Balancing Resources in an Era of Budgetary Constraints

<http://ala13.ala.org/node/10223>, 8:30 a.m. - 10 a.m. Saturday. With declining
budgets and fewer resources librarians must make difficult decisions to meet their
library's overall mission. Join us to hear a panel of experienced librarians share
examples of how they have met the challenges of managing various types of library
collections and how they continue to manage the expectations of their diverse
customer groups.
*
Library Engagement in National History Day Activities
<http://ala13.ala.org/node/10228>, 8:30 a.m. - 10 a.m. Sunday. National History Day
(NHD) is a highly regarded academic program focused on history for 6th- to 12thgrade students. Panelists will share their experiences in working with students on
the regional, state and national levels of the competition.
*
Different Strokes: Serving the Health Information Needs of a Diverse
Community <http://ala13.ala.org/node/10230>, 1 p.m. - 2:30 p.m. Sunday. Panelists
in this program will include librarians with expertise in providing medical
information to patrons who are from different cultures, speak different languages,
are disabled or have literacy issues. Attendees will learn about health issues
facing diverse populations and resources to assist them in providing reference
services.
*
Preserving Labor's History <http://ala13.ala.org/node/10234>, 10:30 a.m.
- 11:30 a.m. Monday. This program aims to highlight the ways in which librarians,
archivists and others have endeavored to preserve labor's history and have worked
to educate generations on the important role of labor in American life.
RESOURCE-SHARING programs:
*
Enhancing Services Through Integration of Interlibrary Loan and
Acquisitions <http://ala13.ala.org/node/10226>, 1 p.m. - 2:30 p.m. Saturday. This
panel will explore the opportunities and challenges for all types of libraries that
arise from merging interlibrary loan and acquisitions departments, as well as the
administrative aspects of such a partnership.
*
Does Your Data Deliver for Decision Making? New Directions for Resource
Sharing Assessment <http://ala13.ala.org/node/10235>, 10:30 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Sunday. How do you gather statistics via a focus group? How do you interpret
statistics specifically in Excel? What do you do with all the qualitative data
that you gather and how do you share the work and workload with colleagues? Three
different speakers with different approaches will talk about how their information
delivers for decision making.
SOCIAL EVENTS:
*
RUSA 101 <http://ala13.ala.org/node/11433>
*
RUSA Awards Reception and Volunteer Appreciation Party
<http://ala13.ala.org/node/11449>.
Browse the Annual Conference scheduler<http://ala13.ala.org/scheduler> to find more
events and add them to your schedule.
__________________________________________________________________________
The Reference and User Services Association <http://www.ala.org/rusa/>, a division
of the American Library Association, represents librarians and library staff in the
fields of reference, specialized reference, collection development, readers'
advisory and resource sharing. RUSA is the foremost organization of reference and
information professionals who make the connections between people and the
information sources, services, and collection materials they need. Not a member,
but interested in discounted registration rates on conference, preconferences and
other events? Join, renew or add RUSA to your ALA membership at
www.ala.org/membership. Learn more about the association at www.ala.org/rusa.
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From comanchepl at verizon.net Thu Jun 6 18:37:22 2013
From: comanchepl at verizon.net (Comanche Public Library)
Date: Thu, 06 Jun 2013 17:37:22 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] =?iso-8859-1?q?Fwd=3A__=22Ask_Granny=22=A9?=
In-Reply-To: <594433A99A574BB4A94181B3913DFB84@judy>
References: <594433A99A574BB4A94181B3913DFB84@judy>
Message-ID: <51B10F22.8020608@verizon.net>
Dear Friend,
This is certainly a tardy response to your lovely offer of genealogy
source material helpful to both libraries and to Sr. Citizen clients.
If it is not too late, we would certainly love to have a set of this
material since it sounds so adaptable and suitable for our community.
We will be most grateful if you can share with us.
Margaret T. Waring
Director
Comanche Public Library
311 N. Austin St.
P.O. Box 777
Comanche, Texas 76442
-------- Original Message -------Subject:
[Genealib] "Ask Granny"?
Date:
Fri, 24 May 2013 11:53:26 -0400
From:
Judith F. Russell <jrussell2 at charter.net>
Reply-To:
Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
To:
Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>

Greg Crane and I are pleased to repeat our yearly offer of emailing the
free set of "Ask Granny"?? program files to genealogical librarians.
"Ask Granny" is a program designed to help Senior Citizens (or others)
record their memories of vital family names, dates, and places. When
they are finiished with the one-hour session they have a chart to take
home entitled "A Genealogical Gift to my Family" as well as a letter
explaining what they did in the class. This is a simple pencil and
paper exercise that can be done anywhere, even outside at a family reunion.
We are proud to say that "Ask Granny" was the winner of the Georgia
Genealogical Society's Award for "2011's Outstanding Contribution to
Genealogy."
We have sent the program materials to 45 states,
Australia, Canada, and the United Kingdom. We ourselves have helped
about 700 "Grannies" fill in their charts and we always have a great
time at the sessions and hear something surprising! We have a few
photos at: https://sites.google.com/site/askgranny2010/
I've attached a listing of the files that comprise the program. I'll be
glad to email the Complete set or the Librarian's set to any of you who
might want to give the program a try or who want to review the materials
for later use.
Please send any questions you might have to me off-list at:

jrussell2 at charter.net <mailto:jrussell2 at charter.net> Also please forward
this email to members of other groups that might be interested.
Thank you, Judy Russell, Bogart, GA
********************************************************
Judith F. Russell, Ph.D. and Gregory L. Crane, Captain, USCG, Retired
"Ask Granny"??
Free Genealogical Materials for Senior Citizens
www.askgranny.us <http://www.askgranny.us> email:
ask.granny.us at gmail.com <mailto:ask.granny.us at gmail.com>
photos: https://sites.google.com/site/askgranny2010/
Facebook: www.facebook.com/ask.granny.us
<http://www.facebook.com/ask.granny.us>
Georgia Genealogical Society's Award: 2011 Outstanding Contribution to
Genealogy
********************************************************
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From dsample at fortbend.lib.tx.us Thu Jun 6 20:50:50 2013
From: dsample at fortbend.lib.tx.us (Daniel Sample)
Date: Fri, 7 Jun 2013 00:50:50 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Cataloging question
In-Reply-To: <005a01ce5c7e$b8259af0$2870d0d0$@irclibrary.org>
References: <C8C7E4F2E0386C4AB6F8CE42D83345CF0248D303@AVENGER-B.ONE4ALL.INTERNAL>,
<005a01ce5c7e$b8259af0$2870d0d0$@irclibrary.org>
Message-ID: <C8C7E4F2E0386C4AB6F8CE42D83345CF024A7D5B@AVENGER-B.ONE4ALL.INTERNAL>
Thanks to everyone who sent comments and suggestions.
more of a squeaky wheel.

Looks like I'll need to be

Daniel Sample
Genealogy & Local History Department
Fort Bend County Libraries
1001 Golfview
Richmond, Texas 77469
281-341-2646
dsample at fortbend.lib.tx.us<mailto:dsample at fortbend.lib.tx.us>
________________________________

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] on behalf of Pam Cooper [pcooper at irclibrary.org]
Sent: Wednesday, May 29, 2013 10:10 AM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Cataloging question
Daniel:
We were backlogged almost 3 years. Tech services allowed us to create a record with
just the author and title. The location was ?workroom.? We then kept the books in
locality sequence and alphabetical by title. It helped me the most for future
purchases. I dislike getting duplicates!!
Of course, the downside to this is you need the shelves to store and rearrange the
books. Staff and volunteers also had to pull the books for patrons and put them
back in the right place.
Pam
Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960
772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email: pcooper at irclibrary.org<mailto:pcooper at irclibrary.org>
Web Site: http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are public
records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response to a public
records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this
office by phone or in writing.
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Daniel Sample
Sent: Wednesday, May 29, 2013 9:52 AM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: [Genealib] Cataloging question
Hello,
We are currently having issues with our cataloging department being backed up and
unable to process our genealogical materials in a timely manner.
I?m curious how other libraries handle their cataloging.
I have offered to take over cataloging or to be trained to do copy cataloging and
let the cataloging department handle new items.
Another option would be to send materials out to be cataloged.
companies or institutions that do this?

Are there any

I?d also be interested in any other suggestions on how to resolve our cataloging
problems.
Feel free to respond to me on or off-list.
Thanks,
Daniel Sample
Genealogy & Local History Department
Fort Bend County Libraries

1001 Golfview
Richmond, Texas 77469
281-341-2646
dsample at fortbend.lib.tx.us<mailto:dsample at fortbend.lib.tx.us>
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From rstoffer at marion.lib.in.us Fri Jun 7 10:57:33 2013
From: rstoffer at marion.lib.in.us (Rhonda Stoffer)
Date: Fri, 7 Jun 2013 14:57:33 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Online payments
Message-ID: <D82804710FF8784AB3243B597E851A48A6716DF4@DC04.mpl01.marion.lib.in.us>
Have any of your libraries set up online/in house credit card payments as an option
for researchers? We are having more and more patrons ask to pay by credit card
either online or over the phone for research requests. My director is researching
and asked me to do some fact finding as well.
1.

Do you accept online payments?

2.

What service provider do you use?

3.

Any problems with online payments?

4.

Anything to be aware of before offering this service?

Thanks!
Rhonda Stoffer
Head of Indiana History and Genealogy
Marion Public Library
600 S Washington Street
Marion, IN 46953
765-668-2900 ext. 153
[email_signature]
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From cmanz at tsl.state.tx.us Fri Jun 7 11:18:37 2013
From: cmanz at tsl.state.tx.us (Christina Manz)
Date: Fri, 7 Jun 2013 10:18:37 -0500

Subject: [Genealib] Ask Granny - for veterans?
Message-ID:
<74F440BE5406B44DA9FA6DB492320152053F015F@Exchange01.win2k.tsl.state.tx.us>
Hi folks -

Especially as we seem to be losing our surviving WW II veterans, I want
to ask if anyone is aware of any similar tools to "Ask Granny" or oral
history kits for veterans.

I have an uncle currently doing volunteer work at his local VA,
including "life reviews" like the ones done at other healthcare
facilities. We also lost my grandfather-in-law last month, who served as
a bomber pilot during WW II, the Korean War, and Vietnam. He lived to be
89, deeply enjoying life and family, until the last few years when his
health began to prevent him from doing some of his favorite things. His
grandchildren did their best to get audio and video recordings of his
stories, which grew increasingly thrilling as the military de-classified
projects over the years and he felt cleared to open up more about the
details of his service.

If anyone knows of such a publication/kit, I would be glad to hear about
it. The VA doesn't seem to have an official one, but I haven't gotten a
definite answer on that.

I'd also be interested in suggestions for magazines (or other media)
where veterans' stories are published (thinking of VAnguard, AARP, and
Reader's Digest, local newspapers).

Thanks.
Christina

Christina Manz
Library Science Collection
Library Development & Networking
Texas State Library & Archives Commission
512-463-5468 phone
cmanz at tsl.state.tx.us <mailto:cmanz at tsl.state.tx.us>

Free CE & Training Online for June: http://bit.ly/11HA674
<http://bit.ly/11HA674>
Recent Topics: http://bit.ly/Ts7mtu <http://bit.ly/Ts7mtu>
Catalog: http://www.tsl.state.tx.us/catalog
<http://www.tsl.state.tx.us/catalog>
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From daysa at oplin.org Fri Jun 7 11:46:02 2013
From: daysa at oplin.org (Sandy Day)
Date: Fri, 7 Jun 2013 11:46:02 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Online payments
In-Reply-To: <D82804710FF8784AB3243B597E851A48A6716DF4@DC04.mpl01.marion.lib.in.us>
References: <D82804710FF8784AB3243B597E851A48A6716DF4@DC04.mpl01.marion.lib.in.us>
Message-ID: <000f01ce6396$1d524c20$57f6e460$@org>
Rhonda
If you provide your email address, persons can contact you off line.

Our public library does permit online credit card payments for: research,
donations to library, fines etc. It has worked very well for us. We have it
noted on our library home page and the site directs people to the section
for making payments using Paypal. If they don't have paypal, they can still
make credit card payments online. They can't use Debit cards however. We
have never had any problems with people paying online. Our patrons locally
also love this service. If they have fines they know they can pay it online.
People doing genealogy research from afar love it as the research can begin
immediately after the payment is made. When someone tells me they have paid
online for genealogy research, I then contact our library director to
confirm that payment has indeed been made. It works well for all involved.
Sandy Day
Local Historian/Genealogist
Schiappa Library
Steubenville OH

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Rhonda Stoffer
Sent: Friday, June 07, 2013 10:58 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Online payments

Have any of your libraries set up online/in house credit card payments as an
option for researchers? We are having more and more patrons ask to pay by
credit card either online or over the phone for research requests. My
director is researching and asked me to do some fact finding as well.

1.

Do you accept online payments?

2.

What service provider do you use?

3.

Any problems with online payments?

4.

Anything to be aware of before offering this service?

Thanks!

Rhonda Stoffer
Head of Indiana History and Genealogy
Marion Public Library
600 S Washington Street
Marion, IN 46953
765-668-2900 ext. 153

email_signature
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From jameslvick at yahoo.com Fri Jun 7 12:48:23 2013
From: jameslvick at yahoo.com (Larry Vick)
Date: Fri, 7 Jun 2013 09:48:23 -0700 (PDT)
Subject: [Genealib] Ask Granny - for veterans?
In-Reply-To:
<74F440BE5406B44DA9FA6DB492320152053F015F@Exchange01.win2k.tsl.state.tx.us>

References:
<74F440BE5406B44DA9FA6DB492320152053F015F@Exchange01.win2k.tsl.state.tx.us>
Message-ID: <1370623703.49717.YahooMailNeo@web140301.mail.bf1.yahoo.com>
Christina,
The Veterans History Project might be of interest.
http://www.loc.gov/vets/about.html
Regards,
Larry
________________________________
From: Christina Manz <cmanz at tsl.state.tx.us>
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Friday, June 7, 2013 11:18 AM
Subject: [Genealib] Ask Granny - for veterans?

Hi folks ?
Especially as we seem to be losing our surviving WW II veterans, I want to ask if
anyone is aware of any similar tools to ?Ask Granny? or oral history kits for
veterans.
?
I have an uncle currently doing volunteer work at his local VA, including ?life
reviews? like the ones done at other healthcare facilities. We also lost my
grandfather-in-law last month, who served as a bomber pilot during WW II, the
Korean War, and Vietnam. He lived to be 89, deeply enjoying life and family, until
the last few years when his health began to prevent him from doing some of his
favorite things. His grandchildren did their best to get audio and video recordings
of his stories, which grew increasingly thrilling as the military de-classified
projects over the years and he felt cleared to open up more about the details of
his service.
?
If anyone knows of such a publication/kit, I would be glad to hear about it. The VA
doesn?t seem to have an official one, but I haven?t gotten a definite answer on
that.
?
I?d also be interested in suggestions for magazines (or other media) where
veterans? stories are published (thinking of VAnguard, AARP, and Reader?s Digest,
local newspapers).
?
Thanks.
Christina
?
?
Christina Manz
Library Science Collection
Library Development & Networking
Texas State Library & Archives Commission
512-463-5468 phone
cmanz at tsl.state.tx.us

Free CE & Training Online for June:http://bit.ly/11HA674?
Recent Topics:http://bit.ly/Ts7mtu??
Catalog:http://www.tsl.state.tx.us/catalog
?
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From annes_1961 at yahoo.com Fri Jun 7 15:34:33 2013
From: annes_1961 at yahoo.com (Anne Shaughnessy)
Date: Fri, 7 Jun 2013 12:34:33 -0700 (PDT)
Subject: [Genealib] Saving census records in ALE
Message-ID: <1370633673.56846.YahooMailNeo@web163806.mail.gq1.yahoo.com>
Hello:
Has anyone had difficulty saving a census record from ALE onto a flash drive?? One
of our patrons had problems doing so today.? He tried different computers but still
ran into some trouble.
Thank you.
Anne Shaughnessy
Mount Prospect (IL) Public Library
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From SUBVETPAUL at aol.com Fri Jun 7 22:30:50 2013
From: SUBVETPAUL at aol.com (SUBVETPAUL at aol.com)
Date: Fri, 7 Jun 2013 22:30:50 -0400 (EDT)
Subject: [Genealib] Online payments
Message-ID: <f2084.32e2a3fe.3ee3f15a@aol.com>
Cash, Check or Money order for any unknown entity.

In a message dated 06/07/2013 9:57:56 A.M. Central Daylight Time,
rstoffer at marion.lib.in.us writes:
1.
Do you accept online payments?
2.
What service provider do you use?
3.
Any problems with online payments?
4.
Anything to be aware of before offering this service?
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From chunter at chestateelibrary.org Wed Jun 12 14:32:30 2013
From: chunter at chestateelibrary.org (Colby Hunter)
Date: Wed, 12 Jun 2013 14:32:30 -0400

Subject: [Genealib] Periodicals to a good home
Message-ID: <001201ce679b$32834aa0$9789dfe0$@chestateelibrary.org>

We have been cleaning out our genealogy periodicals and we wanted to see if
anyone would be interested in getting them. If interested send me your
mailing address and I will mail them to you.

Everton's Genealogical Helper
March/April 2000
September/October 2007
July/August 2008
2006

May/June 2007
November/December
November/December 2007

January/February 2005
November/December 2005

January/February 2007

March/April 2005

March/April 2007

May/June 2005
2005

September/October

July/August 2005

March/April 2006

September/October 2008

January/February 2009

May/June 1999

March/April 2008

January/February 2006

May/June 2008

January/February 2008

July/August 2007

Georgia Historical Quarterly
Spring 2005

Fall 1974

Spring 2006

Fall 2004

Summer 2006

Winter 2004

Summer 2005

Fall 2006

Fall 2005

Fall 1970

Winter 2005

Spring 1971

Spring 1979

Spring 2004

Fall 1978

Summer 2004

Summer 1978

Winter 1978

Fall 1976
Winter 1976
Winter 1975
Fall 1975
Winter 1974

National Genealogical Society Quarterly
June 2002
December 2009

December 2005

September 2002
2010

March 2006

March

December 2002
2010

June 2006

June

March 2003
September 2010
June 2003

September 2006
December 2006

September 2003

June 2008

December 2003

March 2008

March 2004
June 2004

December 2007
June 2007

September 2004

March 2007

December 2004

September 2008

March 2005

December 2008

June 2005

March 2009

September 2005

Thanks,

Colby Hunter

September 2009

Colby Hunter
Information Specialist
Dawson County Public Library
342 Allen Street
Dawsonville, GA 30534
(706)344-3690 ext. 25 (p)
(706)344-3691 (f)
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From cpklus-genelib at yahoo.com Wed Jun 12 15:49:36 2013
From: cpklus-genelib at yahoo.com (Claire Kluskens)
Date: Wed, 12 Jun 2013 15:49:36 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Free to a good library home - Society of American
Archivists Membership Directories 1976, 1981, 1983
Message-ID: <78022ABD-611B-49D5-85FD-E76E8A235A22@yahoo.com>
If anyone is interested,
Free to a good library home - Society of American Archivists
Membership Directories for 1976, 1981, and 1983
Please reply off list with your mailing address.
Claire Kluskens
cpklus-genelib at yahoo.com
From randallb at guilpl.org Wed Jun 12 16:06:57 2013
From: randallb at guilpl.org (Nichols Randall, Barbara)
Date: Wed, 12 Jun 2013 20:06:57 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] New York History--Free for postage
Message-ID: <709DD5CBF9C6E94EA3684DEC0BBC993940D276DE@emailsvr2.guilpl.org>
List attached.

Barbara Nichols Randall
Director
Guilderland Public Library
2228 Western Ave.
Guilderland, NY 12084
Phone: 518.456.2400 x 113
Fax: 518.456.0923
E-Mail: randallb at guilpl.org<mailto:randallb at guilpl.org>
www.guilpl.org<http://www.guilpl.org/>
Guilderland's Gathering Place
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From CRouse at tscpl.org Wed Jun 12 17:32:05 2013
From: CRouse at tscpl.org (Charity Rouse)
Date: Wed, 12 Jun 2013 16:32:05 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Saving Census records in ALE
Message-ID: <46E2DC8A9B77134B8B71F2AE68181ACF01218BC0780F@TSCPLMAILP00.tscpl.org>
Try shifting back to the Basic Viewer and see if that helps with saving the image.
Printing from Ancestry's new viewer has crashed our computers multiple times since
we have to print from the orange save button and open the image in the fax viewer
so that we can scale up to 11by17 paper. However we have found that changing back
to the basic viewer solves our problems. There are some databases (Sons of the
American Revolution being one) where you are not allowed to save or print at all.

Hope this helps!

Charity
Charity Rouse, MLS
Genealogy, Local History & Special Collections
Topeka & Shawnee County Public Library
1515 SW 10th Ave.
Topeka, KS 66604
785-580-4510 (Topeka Room)
crouse at tscpl.org

Subject: [Genealib] Saving census records in ALE
Message-ID:
<1370633673.56846.YahooMailNeo at
web163806.mail.gq1.yahoo.com<mailto:1370633673.56846.YahooMailNeo at
web163806.mail.gq1.yahoo.com>>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"

Hello:
Has anyone had difficulty saving a census record from ALE onto a flash drive?? One
of our patrons had problems doing so today.? He tried different computers but still
ran into some trouble.

Thank you.
Anne Shaughnessy
Mount Prospect (IL) Public Library

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130612/
e70e67e3/attachment.html>
From jmhealy1 at comcast.net Wed Jun 12 17:46:08 2013
From: jmhealy1 at comcast.net (Janice M. Healy)
Date: Wed, 12 Jun 2013 14:46:08 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] Saving Census records in ALE
In-Reply-To: <46E2DC8A9B77134B8B71F2AE68181ACF01218BC0780F@TSCPLMAILP00.tscpl.org>
References: <46E2DC8A9B77134B8B71F2AE68181ACF01218BC0780F@TSCPLMAILP00.tscpl.org>
Message-ID: <p062408a8cdde9be9ee62@[192.168.0.2]>
Have you tried to a screen screen shot? This works on some of the web
sites that you can't print. Save the screen shot as a PDF file to
your desk top and then print from your desk top.
Good luck, wish they would quite monkeying around with all these web sites.
Janice
>Content-Language: en-US
>Content-Type: multipart/alternative;
>
>
boundary="_000_46E2DC8A9B77134B8B71F2AE68181ACF01218BC0780FTSCPLMAILP0_"
>
>Try shifting back to the Basic Viewer and see if that helps with
>saving the image. Printing from Ancestry's new viewer has crashed
>our computers multiple times since we have to print from the orange
>save button and open the image in the fax viewer so that we can
>scale up to 11by17 paper. However we have found that changing back
>to the basic viewer solves our problems. There are some databases

>(Sons of the American Revolution being one) where you are not
>allowed to save or print at all.
>
>Hope this helps!
>
>Charity
>
>Charity Rouse, MLS
>Genealogy, Local History & Special Collections
>Topeka & Shawnee County Public Library
>1515 SW 10th Ave.
>Topeka, KS 66604
>785-580-4510 (Topeka Room)
>crouse at tscpl.org
>
>
>Subject: [Genealib] Saving census records in ALE
>Message-ID:
>
><<mailto:1370633673.56846.YahooMailNeo at
web163806.mail.gq1.yahoo.com>1370633673.56846.YahooMailNeo at
web163806.mail.gq1.yahoo.com>
>Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
>
>Hello:
>Has anyone had difficulty saving a census record from ALE onto a
>flash drive?? One of our patrons had problems doing so today.? He
>tried different computers but still ran into some trouble.
>
>Thank you.
>Anne Shaughnessy
>Mount Prospect (IL) Public Library
>
>
>
>
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130612/
cc65c838/attachment.html>
From bhill at berkeley.edu Thu Jun 13 00:35:34 2013
From: bhill at berkeley.edu (Barbara L. HILL)
Date: Wed, 12 Jun 2013 21:35:34 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] Saving Census records in ALE
In-Reply-To: <p062408a8cdde9be9ee62@192.168.0.2>
References: <46E2DC8A9B77134B8B71F2AE68181ACF01218BC0780F@TSCPLMAILP00.tscpl.org>
<p062408a8cdde9be9ee62@192.168.0.2>
Message-ID: <CANQTj-FnRjFXak37GUx7RgmLQp+a06tDuTfzS2J6_=aoj0_gnw@mail.gmail.com>
Our tech support staff put something called "IrfanView" on our patron PCs.
We use it for screen shots, but you can't edit anything, so what you see
is what you get. Still, the print quality is good and can be read with a
magnifying glass if it seems too small. I haven't yet been trained in
using it so can't answer any questions, but it is free and there's a

website.
It seems like whenever a subscription site changes anything or makes it
"better," all the printing instructions stop working and everyone has to
re-invent the wheel.
Barbara Hill
Library Committee
California Genealogical Society

On Wed, Jun 12, 2013 at 2:46 PM, Janice M. Healy <jmhealy1 at comcast.net>wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

**
Have you tried to a screen screen shot? This works on some of the web
sites that you can't print. Save the screen shot as a PDF file to your desk
top and then print from your desk top.
Good luck, wish they would quite monkeying around with all these web sites.
Janice
Content-Language: en-US
Content-Type: multipart/alternative;
**
**boundary="_000_46E2DC8A9B77134B8B71F2AE68181ACF01218BC0780FTSCP
LMAILP0_"
Try shifting back to the Basic Viewer and see if that helps with saving
the image. Printing from Ancestry's new viewer has crashed our computers
multiple times since we have to print from the orange save button and open
the image in the fax viewer so that we can scale up to 11by17 paper.
However we have found that changing back to the basic viewer solves our
problems. There are some databases (Sons of the American Revolution being
one) where you are not allowed to save or print at all.

Hope this helps!

Charity

*Charity Rouse*, MLS
*Genealogy, Local History & Special Collections*
Topeka & Shawnee County Public Library
1515 SW 10th Ave.
Topeka, KS

66604

785-580-4510 (Topeka Room)

> crouse at tscpl.org
>
>
>
>
>
> Subject: [Genealib] Saving census records in ALE
>
> Message-ID:
>
>
<1370633673.56846.YahooMailNeo at web163806.mail.gq1.yahoo.com>
>
> Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
>
>
>
> Hello:
>
> Has anyone had difficulty saving a census record from ALE onto a flash
> drive?? One of our patrons had problems doing so today.? He tried different
> computers but still ran into some trouble.
>
>
>
> Thank you.
>
> Anne Shaughnessy
>
> Mount Prospect (IL) Public Library
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130612/78af59d2/
attachment.html>
From cris.cooper55 at yahoo.com Thu Jun 13 12:15:02 2013
From: cris.cooper55 at yahoo.com (Cris Cooper)
Date: Thu, 13 Jun 2013 09:15:02 -0700 (PDT)
Subject: [Genealib] Saving Census records in ALE

In-Reply-To: <CANQTj-FnRjFXak37GUx7RgmLQp+a06tDuTfzS2J6_=aoj0_gnw@mail.gmail.com>
References: <46E2DC8A9B77134B8B71F2AE68181ACF01218BC0780F@TSCPLMAILP00.tscpl.org>
<p062408a8cdde9be9ee62@192.168.0.2>
<CANQTj-FnRjFXak37GUx7RgmLQp+a06tDuTfzS2J6_=aoj0_gnw@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <1371140102.42970.YahooMailNeo@web140003.mail.bf1.yahoo.com>
Greetings, Anne.
Depending on the web browser you're using, saving to a flash drive can have
anywhere from 3 to 10 steps. Since modern browsers have a "Downloads" folder they
default to (without giving you the opportunity to choose a save location yourself)
many users get confused as to where their download went.
I can provide you with detailed steps on how to alleviate this problem if I knew
what version of which browser you were using. You can contact me off-list at ALT at
ancestry.com and I'll be happy to assist.
Thanks!
-Cris
________________________________
From: Barbara L. HILL <bhill at berkeley.edu>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, June 12, 2013 10:35 PM
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Saving Census records in ALE

Our tech support staff put something called "IrfanView" on our patron PCs. ?We use
it for screen shots, but you can't edit anything, so what you see is what you
get. ?Still, the print quality is good and can be read with a magnifying glass if
it seems too small. ?I haven't yet been trained in using it so can't answer any
questions, but it is free and there's a website.?
It seems like whenever a subscription site changes anything or makes it "better,"
all the printing instructions stop working and everyone has to re-invent the
wheel.?
Barbara Hill?
Library Committee
California Genealogical Society

On Wed, Jun 12, 2013 at 2:46 PM, Janice M. Healy <jmhealy1 at comcast.net> wrote:
>Have you tried to a screen screen shot? This works on some of the
web sites that you can't print. Save the screen shot as a PDF file to
your desk top and then print from your desk top.
>
>
>Good luck, wish they would quite monkeying around with all these
web sites.

>Janice
>
>
>Content-Language: en-US
>>Content-Type: multipart/alternative;
>>???? boundary="_000_46E2DC8A9B77134B8B71F2AE68181ACF01218BC0780FTSCPLMAILP0_"
>>
>Try shifting back to the Basic Viewer and
see if that helps with saving the image.? Printing from
Ancestry's new viewer has crashed our computers multiple times since
we have to print from the orange save button and open the image in the
fax viewer so that we can scale up to 11by17 paper. ?However we
have found that changing back to the basic viewer solves our
problems.? There are some databases (Sons of the American
Revolution being one) where you are not allowed to save or print at
all.
>?
>Hope this helps!
>?
>Charity
>?
>Charity Rouse, MLS
>Genealogy, Local History & Special
Collections
>Topeka & Shawnee County Public
Library
>1515 SW 10th Ave.
>Topeka, KS? 66604
>785-580-4510 (Topeka Room)
>crouse at tscpl.org
>?
>?
>Subject: [Genealib] Saving census records
in ALE
>Message-ID:
>????? <1370633673.56846.YahooMailNeo at web163806.mail.gq1.yahoo.com>
>Content-Type: text/plain;
charset="iso-8859-1"
>?
>Hello:
>Has anyone had difficulty saving a census
record from ALE onto a flash drive?? One of our patrons had problems
doing so today.? He tried different computers but still ran into some
trouble.
>?
>Thank you.
>Anne Shaughnessy
>Mount Prospect (IL) Public
Library
>?
>?
>?
>
>>_______________________________________________
>>genealib mailing list
>>genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>

>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130613/3296ce0e/
attachment.html>
From annes_1961 at yahoo.com Thu Jun 13 14:01:38 2013
From: annes_1961 at yahoo.com (Anne Shaughnessy)
Date: Thu, 13 Jun 2013 11:01:38 -0700 (PDT)
Subject: [Genealib] Saving ALE census records
Message-ID: <1371146498.24936.YahooMailNeo@web163801.mail.gq1.yahoo.com>
Hello,
Thank you to those who responded to my questions regarding how to save census
records to a flash drive from Ancestry Library Edition.? I will use your
suggestions and hopefully get some good results!!
?
Respectfully,
Anne Shaughnessy
Mount Prospect (IL) Public Library
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130613/
bd00ab68/attachment.html>
From jjeffrey at denverlibrary.org Fri Jun 14 14:06:24 2013
From: jjeffrey at denverlibrary.org (James Jeffrey)
Date: Fri, 14 Jun 2013 12:06:24 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Lisle Brown
In-Reply-To: <1371140102.42970.YahooMailNeo@web140003.mail.bf1.yahoo.com>
References: <46E2DC8A9B77134B8B71F2AE68181ACF01218BC0780F@TSCPLMAILP00.tscpl.org>
<p062408a8cdde9be9ee62@192.168.0.2>
<CANQTj-FnRjFXak37GUx7RgmLQp+a06tDuTfzS2J6_=aoj0_gnw@mail.gmail.com>
<1371140102.42970.YahooMailNeo@web140003.mail.bf1.yahoo.com>
Message-ID: <51BB0742.8905.0049.1@denverlibrary.org>
Gang
It is with a heavy heart that I tell you of the sudden death of Mr. Lisle Brown,
Curator of Special Collections at James E. Morrow Library, Marshall University in
Huntington, West Virginia. Lisle was to celebrate 40 years of service at Marshall
this week. He ended up in ICU with a bad bacterial infection and passed early this
morning. Lisle encouraged me in my hunger for genealogy as I worked for six years
in Special Collections.
This is most unexpected, he leaves a wife Merry Brown several children and a host
of grand children.

James K. Jeffrey
Collection Specialist in Genealogy
Western History and Genealogy
Denver Public Library
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130614/506cceee/
attachment.html>
From dkfhgc at metc.net Sat Jun 15 15:17:09 2013
From: dkfhgc at metc.net (Michele McNabb)
Date: Sat, 15 Jun 2013 14:17:09 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Online payments
Message-ID: <003701ce69fc$ee8a28f0$cb9e7ad0$@net>
I am intrigued by several vendors I've seen lately at fairs and in other
informal situations who process services or items using an iPad and a small
gadget connected to downloaded software that allows them to do everything
one needs to do with a credit card. A receipt can even be emailed to the
purchaser. I don't know the exact mechanics, but the vendors I've spoken to
said that the software is inexpensive (there is a fee per transaction) and
that it's very simple to use. I'm thinking this might be an alternative for
smaller genealogical collections to process copying fees, etc. More and
more of my patrons seem to expect to pay via credit card and we're not set
up to accept them unless we write everything down and then process it
through our museum shop later.

Has anyone experimented with this alternative?

Michele McNabb
+++++++++++++++++++++++
Michele McNabb
Librarian/Manager
The Danish Immigrant Museum
Family History & Genealogy Center
4210 Main St. ~ PO Box 249
Elk Horn IA 51531-0249
712.764.7008

The road to wisdom? Well, it's plain and simple to express:
Err and err and err again, but less and less and less.

--Piet Hein

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130615/
c6b32050/attachment.html>
From mcarroll at pobox.com Sat Jun 15 16:06:58 2013
From: mcarroll at pobox.com (Michael Carroll)
Date: Sat, 15 Jun 2013 13:06:58 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] Online payments
In-Reply-To: <003701ce69fc$ee8a28f0$cb9e7ad0$@net>
References: <003701ce69fc$ee8a28f0$cb9e7ad0$@net>
Message-ID: <81FD4A554EDD496BA76C4F4EA4E45854@InspironDesktop>
Michele,
This is a good review, at PC World, of four systems of the type you?re talking
about:
http://www.pcworld.com/article/256416/
four_mobile_payment_systems_tested_and_compared.html
I haven?t used any of them myself.
Michael Carroll
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130615/16d051df/
attachment.html>
From dsmith at usf.edu Sat Jun 15 16:29:04 2013
From: dsmith at usf.edu (Drew Smith)
Date: Sat, 15 Jun 2013 16:29:04 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Online payments
In-Reply-To: <003701ce69fc$ee8a28f0$cb9e7ad0$@net>
References: <003701ce69fc$ee8a28f0$cb9e7ad0$@net>
Message-ID: <CALSepZb6NiK8teY_KiJzpJuRQbndbMsW8nQGum6xQnpTxLg8RQ@mail.gmail.com>
Michele,
Our local genealogy society here in Tampa is beginning to experiment
with this. The gadget (one of them is the Square, which works with an
iPhone, iPad, or Android mobile device), plugs into the audio jack of
the mobile device, and after the card is swiped through the gadget,
the customer can sign on the mobile device's touchscreen.
We're looking forward to using this at our monthly meetings to process
new or renewal memberships, and at our annual seminar to process
walk-in registrations.
Square isn't the only choice.

Here's a recent review comparing 3 alternatives:

http://www.digitaltrends.com/mobile/square-vs-intuit-gopayment-vs-paypal-heremobile-credit-card-processors/
Drew Smith

President, Florida Genealogical Society of Tampa
Drew Smith
Assistant Librarian
Academic Services, USF Tampa Library
dsmith at usf.edu
813-974-3492
On Sat, Jun 15, 2013 at 3:17 PM, Michele McNabb <dkfhgc at metc.net> wrote:
> I am intrigued by several vendors I?ve seen lately at fairs and in other
> informal situations who process services or items using an iPad and a small
> gadget connected to downloaded software that allows them to do everything
> one needs to do with a credit card. A receipt can even be emailed to the
> purchaser. I don?t know the exact mechanics, but the vendors I?ve spoken to
> said that the software is inexpensive (there is a fee per transaction) and
> that it?s very simple to use. I?m thinking this might be an alternative for
> smaller genealogical collections to process copying fees, etc. More and
> more of my patrons seem to expect to pay via credit card and we?re not set
> up to accept them unless we write everything down and then process it
> through our museum shop later.
>
> Has anyone experimented with this alternative?
From MGrenzeback at omahalibrary.org Sat Jun 15 16:50:10 2013
From: MGrenzeback at omahalibrary.org (Grenzeback, Martha (LIB))
Date: Sat, 15 Jun 2013 15:50:10 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Online payments
In-Reply-To: <CALSepZb6NiK8teY_KiJzpJuRQbndbMsW8nQGum6xQnpTxLg8RQ@mail.gmail.com>
References: <003701ce69fc$ee8a28f0$cb9e7ad0$@net>
<CALSepZb6NiK8teY_KiJzpJuRQbndbMsW8nQGum6xQnpTxLg8RQ@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <B76851330E53DE4BB02CDD55BC165B050316BDB1@Dotcexc01.dotcomm.org>
We use the Square with an iPad for various out-and-about activities, such as our
Friends of the Library book sale outside at the Summer Arts Festival. It's easy to
use and, as far as I know, has been pretty much trouble-free.
<<ole0>>
Martha Grenzeback | Librarian
W. Dale Clark Main Library
215 S. 15th St. | Omaha, Ne 68102
mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org
402.444.4800
Follow OPL on Twitter <http://twitter.com/> & Facebook
<http://www.facebook.com/pages/Omaha-Public-Library/24465072133>

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Drew Smith
Sent: Saturday, June 15, 2013 3:29 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Online payments
Michele,

Our local genealogy society here in Tampa is beginning to experiment with this.
The gadget (one of them is the Square, which works with an iPhone, iPad, or Android
mobile device), plugs into the audio jack of the mobile device, and after the card
is swiped through the gadget, the customer can sign on the mobile device's
touchscreen.
We're looking forward to using this at our monthly meetings to process new or
renewal memberships, and at our annual seminar to process walk-in registrations.
Square isn't the only choice.

Here's a recent review comparing 3 alternatives:

http://www.digitaltrends.com/mobile/square-vs-intuit-gopayment-vs-paypal-heremobile-credit-card-processors/
Drew Smith
President, Florida Genealogical Society of Tampa
Drew Smith
Assistant Librarian
Academic Services, USF Tampa Library
dsmith at usf.edu
813-974-3492
On Sat, Jun 15, 2013 at 3:17 PM, Michele McNabb <dkfhgc at metc.net> wrote:
> I am intrigued by several vendors I?ve seen lately at fairs and in
> other informal situations who process services or items using an iPad
> and a small gadget connected to downloaded software that allows them
> to do everything one needs to do with a credit card. A receipt can
> even be emailed to the purchaser. I don?t know the exact mechanics,
> but the vendors I?ve spoken to said that the software is inexpensive
> (there is a fee per transaction) and that it?s very simple to use.
> I?m thinking this might be an alternative for smaller genealogical
> collections to process copying fees, etc. More and more of my patrons
> seem to expect to pay via credit card and we?re not set up to accept
> them unless we write everything down and then process it through our museum shop
later.
>
> Has anyone experimented with this alternative?
_______________________________________________
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From ecfeil at yahoo.com Tue Jun 18 09:38:00 2013
From: ecfeil at yahoo.com (Libby Feil)

Date: Tue, 18 Jun 2013 06:38:00 -0700 (PDT)
Subject: [Genealib] Part-time genealogist position in Boston
Message-ID: <1371562680.79913.YahooMailClassic@web120904.mail.ne1.yahoo.com>

Hi,
all-?
The
New England Historic Genealogical Society has a position open for a part-time
genealogist: http://www.americanancestors.org/careers/#genealogist.
The position works in the Society?s research library, providing genealogical
reference assistance 16+ hours per week. The link has details about the position
and how to apply.
?
Best
wishes,
Libby
Feil

----------------------Libby Feil, MLS, MA
Genealogist
libby.feil at nehgs.org

New England Historic Genealogical Society
99-101 Newbury Street
Boston, MA 02116
www.AmericanAncestors.org
To
advance the study of family history in America and beyond, NEHGS educates,
inspires, and connects people through our scholarship, collections, and
expertise.
----------------------?
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130618/406fb795/
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From rallen at danville.lib.il.us Wed Jun 19 10:31:08 2013
From: rallen at danville.lib.il.us (Roberta Allen)
Date: Wed, 19 Jun 2013 14:31:08 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Responding to patrons with genealogy question via email
Message-ID: <87F41E0D0F577D44A24B74BD200114C51CE835FD@Server2008.staff-lan.local>
Please let me know if you library responds to patron via email.
are they scanned?
Is the charge for copies the same or different than by US Mail?

If there copies,

What scanners do you recommend?
Thanks,
Roberta Allen
Director of Reference and Archives
Danville Public Library
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130619/
e21242ce/attachment-0001.html>
From boljace at yahoo.com Wed Jun 19 10:37:11 2013
From: boljace at yahoo.com (Beth E. Oljace)
Date: Wed, 19 Jun 2013 07:37:11 -0700 (PDT)
Subject: [Genealib] Responding to patrons with genealogy question via
email
In-Reply-To: <87F41E0D0F577D44A24B74BD200114C51CE835FD@Server2008.staff-lan.local>
References: <87F41E0D0F577D44A24B74BD200114C51CE835FD@Server2008.staff-lan.local>
Message-ID: <1371652631.32445.YahooMailNeo@web162701.mail.bf1.yahoo.com>
We respond to email requests.? We scan obituaries (and other things) and send
them.? Our policy is that we charge $1 per obituary no matter how we provide it
(paper or scan); the dollar is for the research and not the copy itself.

________________________________
From: Roberta Allen <rallen at danville.lib.il.us>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, June 19, 2013 10:31 AM
Subject: [Genealib] Responding to patrons with genealogy question via email

Please let me know if you library responds to patron via email.? If there copies,
are they scanned?
Is the charge for copies the same or different than by US Mail?
?
What scanners do you recommend?
?
Thanks,
?
Roberta Allen
Director of Reference and Archives

Danville Public Library
?
_______________________________________________
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From chunter at chestateelibrary.org Wed Jun 19 10:40:19 2013
From: chunter at chestateelibrary.org (Colby Hunter)
Date: Wed, 19 Jun 2013 10:40:19 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Responding to patrons with genealogy question via email
Message-ID: <000601ce6cfa$ec20f610$c462e230$@chestateelibrary.org>
Roberta,
Our library does respond to genealogy questions via email. If I send scanned
documents I don't charge the patron. The scanner I have at my desk is a
Brother 7860DW. We don't usually charge patrons when we send things through
the mail but we don't get many requests via mail.
Colby
Colby Hunter
Information Specialist
Dawson County Public Library
342 Allen Street
Dawsonville, GA 30534
(706)344-3690 ext. 25 (p)
(706)344-3691 (f)
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of
genealib-request at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Wednesday, June 19, 2013 10:31 AM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: genealib Digest, Vol 117, Issue 4
Send genealib mailing list submissions to
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
To subscribe or unsubscribe via the World Wide Web, visit
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
or, via email, send a message with subject or body 'help' to
genealib-request at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
You can reach the person managing the list at
genealib-owner at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
When replying, please edit your Subject line so it is more specific than
"Re: Contents of genealib digest..."

*Please* do not respond to a digest item without editing out all of the
items you're not responding to, and changing the subject line to match that
of the single message you're responding to. Failure to edit out other
messages or change the subject line may result in your message being
rejected.
Today's Topics:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Re: Saving Census records in ALE (Charity Rouse)
Re: Saving Census records in ALE (Janice M. Healy)
Re: Saving Census records in ALE (Barbara L. HILL)
Re: Saving Census records in ALE (Cris Cooper)
Saving ALE census records (Anne Shaughnessy)
Lisle Brown (James Jeffrey)
Online payments (Michele McNabb)
Re: Online payments (Michael Carroll)
Re: Online payments (Drew Smith)
Re: Online payments (Grenzeback, Martha (LIB))
Part-time genealogist position in Boston (Libby Feil)
Responding to patrons with genealogy question via email
(Roberta Allen)

---------------------------------------------------------------------Message: 1
Date: Wed, 12 Jun 2013 16:32:05 -0500
From: Charity Rouse <CRouse at tscpl.org>
To: "'genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu'"
<genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Saving Census records in ALE
Message-ID:
<46E2DC8A9B77134B8B71F2AE68181ACF01218BC0780F at TSCPLMAILP00.tscpl.org>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
Try shifting back to the Basic Viewer and see if that helps with saving the
image. Printing from Ancestry's new viewer has crashed our computers
multiple times since we have to print from the orange save button and open
the image in the fax viewer so that we can scale up to 11by17 paper.
However we have found that changing back to the basic viewer solves our
problems. There are some databases (Sons of the American Revolution being
one) where you are not allowed to save or print at all.

Hope this helps!

Charity
Charity Rouse, MLS
Genealogy, Local History & Special Collections Topeka & Shawnee County
Public Library
1515 SW 10th Ave.
Topeka, KS 66604
785-580-4510 (Topeka Room)

crouse at tscpl.org

Subject: [Genealib] Saving census records in ALE
Message-ID:
<1370633673.56846.YahooMailNeo at web163806.mail.gq1.yahoo.com<mailto:137063367
3.56846.YahooMailNeo at web163806.mail.gq1.yahoo.com>>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"

Hello:
Has anyone had difficulty saving a census record from ALE onto a flash
drive?? One of our patrons had problems doing so today.? He tried different
computers but still ran into some trouble.

Thank you.
Anne Shaughnessy
Mount Prospect (IL) Public Library

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130612/e70e67
e3/attachment-0001.html>
-----------------------------Message: 2
Date: Wed, 12 Jun 2013 14:46:08 -0700
From: "Janice M. Healy" <jmhealy1 at comcast.net>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Saving Census records in ALE
Message-ID: <p062408a8cdde9be9ee62@[192.168.0.2]>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"; Format="flowed"
Have you tried to a screen screen shot? This works on some of the web sites
that you can't print. Save the screen shot as a PDF file to your desk top
and then print from your desk top.
Good luck, wish they would quite monkeying around with all these web sites.
Janice
>Content-Language: en-US
>Content-Type: multipart/alternative;

>
>
boundary="_000_46E2DC8A9B77134B8B71F2AE68181ACF01218BC0780FTSCPLMAILP0_"
>
>Try shifting back to the Basic Viewer and see if that helps with saving
>the image. Printing from Ancestry's new viewer has crashed our
>computers multiple times since we have to print from the orange save
>button and open the image in the fax viewer so that we can scale up to
>11by17 paper. However we have found that changing back to the basic
>viewer solves our problems. There are some databases (Sons of the
>American Revolution being one) where you are not allowed to save or
>print at all.
>
>Hope this helps!
>
>Charity
>
>Charity Rouse, MLS
>Genealogy, Local History & Special Collections Topeka & Shawnee County
>Public Library
>1515 SW 10th Ave.
>Topeka, KS 66604
>785-580-4510 (Topeka Room)
>crouse at tscpl.org
>
>
>Subject: [Genealib] Saving census records in ALE
>Message-ID:
>
><<mailto:1370633673.56846.YahooMailNeo at web163806.mail.gq1.yahoo.com>137
>0633673.56846.YahooMailNeo at web163806.mail.gq1.yahoo.com>
>Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
>
>Hello:
>Has anyone had difficulty saving a census record from ALE onto a flash
>drive?? One of our patrons had problems doing so today.? He tried
>different computers but still ran into some trouble.
>
>Thank you.
>Anne Shaughnessy
>Mount Prospect (IL) Public Library
>
>
>
>
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130612/cc65c8
38/attachment-0001.html>
-----------------------------Message: 3
Date: Wed, 12 Jun 2013 21:35:34 -0700

From: "Barbara L. HILL" <bhill at berkeley.edu>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Saving Census records in ALE
Message-ID:
<CANQTj-FnRjFXak37GUx7RgmLQp+a06tDuTfzS2J6_=aoj0_gnw at mail.gmail.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
Our tech support staff put something called "IrfanView" on our patron PCs.
We use it for screen shots, but you can't edit anything, so what you see is
what you get. Still, the print quality is good and can be read with a
magnifying glass if it seems too small. I haven't yet been trained in using
it so can't answer any questions, but it is free and there's a website.
It seems like whenever a subscription site changes anything or makes it
"better," all the printing instructions stop working and everyone has to
re-invent the wheel.
Barbara Hill
Library Committee
California Genealogical Society

On Wed, Jun 12, 2013 at 2:46 PM, Janice M. Healy
<jmhealy1 at comcast.net>wrote:
> **
> Have you tried to a screen screen shot? This works on some of the web
> sites that you can't print. Save the screen shot as a PDF file to your
> desk top and then print from your desk top.
>
> Good luck, wish they would quite monkeying around with all these web
sites.
> Janice
>
> Content-Language: en-US
> Content-Type: multipart/alternative;
> **
**boundary="_000_46E2DC8A9B77134B8B71F2AE68181ACF01218BC0780FTSCP
> LMAILP0_"
>
> Try shifting back to the Basic Viewer and see if that helps with
> saving the image. Printing from Ancestry's new viewer has crashed our
> computers multiple times since we have to print from the orange save
> button and open the image in the fax viewer so that we can scale up to
11by17 paper.
> However we have found that changing back to the basic viewer solves
> our problems. There are some databases (Sons of the American
> Revolution being
> one) where you are not allowed to save or print at all.
>
>
>
> Hope this helps!
>
>
>
> Charity

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

*Charity Rouse*, MLS
*Genealogy, Local History & Special Collections*
Topeka & Shawnee County Public Library
1515 SW 10th Ave.
Topeka, KS

66604

785-580-4510 (Topeka Room)
crouse at tscpl.org

Subject: [Genealib] Saving census records in ALE
Message-ID:
<1370633673.56846.YahooMailNeo at web163806.mail.gq1.yahoo.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"

Hello:
Has anyone had difficulty saving a census record from ALE onto a flash
drive?? One of our patrons had problems doing so today.? He tried
different computers but still ran into some trouble.

Thank you.
Anne Shaughnessy
Mount Prospect (IL) Public Library

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130612/78af59
d2/attachment-0001.html>
-----------------------------Message: 4
Date: Thu, 13 Jun 2013 09:15:02 -0700 (PDT)
From: Cris Cooper <cris.cooper55 at yahoo.com>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Saving Census records in ALE
Message-ID:
<1371140102.42970.YahooMailNeo at web140003.mail.bf1.yahoo.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
Greetings, Anne.
Depending on the web browser you're using, saving to a flash drive can have
anywhere from 3 to 10 steps. Since modern browsers have a "Downloads" folder
they default to (without giving you the opportunity to choose a save
location yourself) many users get confused as to where their download went.
I can provide you with detailed steps on how to alleviate this problem if I
knew what version of which browser you were using. You can contact me
off-list at ALT at ancestry.com and I'll be happy to assist.
Thanks!
-Cris
________________________________
From: Barbara L. HILL <bhill at berkeley.edu>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, June 12, 2013 10:35 PM
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Saving Census records in ALE

Our tech support staff put something called "IrfanView" on our patron PCs.
?We use it for screen shots, but you can't edit anything, so what you see is
what you get. ?Still, the print quality is good and can be read with a
magnifying glass if it seems too small. ?I haven't yet been trained in using
it so can't answer any questions, but it is free and there's a website.?
It seems like whenever a subscription site changes anything or makes it
"better," all the printing instructions stop working and everyone has to
re-invent the wheel.?
Barbara Hill?
Library Committee

California Genealogical Society

On Wed, Jun 12, 2013 at 2:46 PM, Janice M. Healy <jmhealy1 at comcast.net>
wrote:
>Have you tried to a screen screen shot? This works on some of the
web sites that you can't print. Save the screen shot as a PDF file to
your desk top and then print from your desk top.
>
>
>Good luck, wish they would quite monkeying around with all these
web sites.
>Janice
>
>
>Content-Language: en-US
>>Content-Type: multipart/alternative;
>>????
boundary="_000_46E2DC8A9B77134B8B71F2AE68181ACF01218BC0780FTSCPLMAILP0_"
>>
>Try shifting back to the Basic Viewer and
see if that helps with saving the image.? Printing from
Ancestry's new viewer has crashed our computers multiple times since
we have to print from the orange save button and open the image in the
fax viewer so that we can scale up to 11by17 paper. ?However we
have found that changing back to the basic viewer solves our
problems.? There are some databases (Sons of the American
Revolution being one) where you are not allowed to save or print at
all.
>?
>Hope this helps!
>?
>Charity
>?
>Charity Rouse, MLS
>Genealogy, Local History & Special
Collections
>Topeka & Shawnee County Public
Library
>1515 SW 10th Ave.
>Topeka, KS? 66604
>785-580-4510 (Topeka Room)
>crouse at tscpl.org
>?
>?
>Subject: [Genealib] Saving census records
in ALE
>Message-ID:
>????? <1370633673.56846.YahooMailNeo at web163806.mail.gq1.yahoo.com>
>Content-Type: text/plain;
charset="iso-8859-1"
>?
>Hello:
>Has anyone had difficulty saving a census

record from ALE onto a flash drive?? One of our patrons had problems
doing so today.? He tried different computers but still ran into some
trouble.
>?
>Thank you.
>Anne Shaughnessy
>Mount Prospect (IL) Public
Library
>?
>?
>?
>
>>_______________________________________________
>>genealib mailing list
>>genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130613/3296ce
0e/attachment-0001.html>
-----------------------------Message: 5
Date: Thu, 13 Jun 2013 11:01:38 -0700 (PDT)
From: Anne Shaughnessy <annes_1961 at yahoo.com>
To: Librarians serving genealogists <genealib at lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Saving ALE census records
Message-ID:
<1371146498.24936.YahooMailNeo at web163801.mail.gq1.yahoo.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
Hello,
Thank you to those who responded to my questions regarding how to save
census records to a flash drive from Ancestry Library Edition.? I will use
your suggestions and hopefully get some good results!!
?
Respectfully,
Anne Shaughnessy
Mount Prospect (IL) Public Library
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130613/bd00ab
68/attachment-0001.html>

-----------------------------Message: 6
Date: Fri, 14 Jun 2013 12:06:24 -0600
From: "James Jeffrey" <jjeffrey at denverlibrary.org>
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Lisle Brown
Message-ID: <51BB0742.8905.0049.1 at denverlibrary.org>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
Gang
It is with a heavy heart that I tell you of the sudden death of Mr. Lisle
Brown, Curator of Special Collections at James E. Morrow Library, Marshall
University in Huntington, West Virginia. Lisle was to celebrate 40 years of
service at Marshall this week. He ended up in ICU with a bad bacterial
infection and passed early this morning. Lisle encouraged me in my hunger
for genealogy as I worked for six years in Special Collections.
This is most unexpected, he leaves a wife Merry Brown several children and a
host of grand children.

James K. Jeffrey
Collection Specialist in Genealogy
Western History and Genealogy
Denver Public Library
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130614/506cce
ee/attachment-0001.html>
-----------------------------Message: 7
Date: Sat, 15 Jun 2013 14:17:09 -0500
From: "Michele McNabb" <dkfhgc at metc.net>
To: "Genealib" <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Online payments
Message-ID: <003701ce69fc$ee8a28f0$cb9e7ad0$@net>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
I am intrigued by several vendors I've seen lately at fairs and in other
informal situations who process services or items using an iPad and a small
gadget connected to downloaded software that allows them to do everything
one needs to do with a credit card. A receipt can even be emailed to the
purchaser. I don't know the exact mechanics, but the vendors I've spoken to
said that the software is inexpensive (there is a fee per transaction) and
that it's very simple to use. I'm thinking this might be an alternative for
smaller genealogical collections to process copying fees, etc. More and
more of my patrons seem to expect to pay via credit card and we're not set
up to accept them unless we write everything down and then process it
through our museum shop later.

Has anyone experimented with this alternative?

Michele McNabb
+++++++++++++++++++++++
Michele McNabb
Librarian/Manager
The Danish Immigrant Museum
Family History & Genealogy Center
4210 Main St. ~ PO Box 249
Elk Horn IA 51531-0249
712.764.7008

The road to wisdom? Well, it's plain and simple to express:
Err and err and err again, but less and less and less.
--Piet Hein

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130615/c6b320
50/attachment-0001.html>
-----------------------------Message: 8
Date: Sat, 15 Jun 2013 13:06:58 -0700
From: "Michael Carroll" <mcarroll at pobox.com>
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Online payments
Message-ID: <81FD4A554EDD496BA76C4F4EA4E45854 at InspironDesktop>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="utf-8"
Michele,
This is a good review, at PC World, of four systems of the type you?re
talking about:
http://www.pcworld.com/article/256416/four_mobile_payment_systems_tested_and
_compared.html
I haven?t used any of them myself.
Michael Carroll
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...

URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130615/16d051
df/attachment-0001.html>
-----------------------------Message: 9
Date: Sat, 15 Jun 2013 16:29:04 -0400
From: Drew Smith <dsmith at usf.edu>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Online payments
Message-ID:
<CALSepZb6NiK8teY_KiJzpJuRQbndbMsW8nQGum6xQnpTxLg8RQ at mail.gmail.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="UTF-8"
Michele,
Our local genealogy society here in Tampa is beginning to experiment
with this. The gadget (one of them is the Square, which works with an
iPhone, iPad, or Android mobile device), plugs into the audio jack of
the mobile device, and after the card is swiped through the gadget,
the customer can sign on the mobile device's touchscreen.
We're looking forward to using this at our monthly meetings to process
new or renewal memberships, and at our annual seminar to process
walk-in registrations.
Square isn't the only choice.
alternatives:

Here's a recent review comparing 3

http://www.digitaltrends.com/mobile/square-vs-intuit-gopayment-vs-paypal-her
e-mobile-credit-card-processors/
Drew Smith
President, Florida Genealogical Society of Tampa
Drew Smith
Assistant Librarian
Academic Services, USF Tampa Library
dsmith at usf.edu
813-974-3492
On Sat, Jun 15, 2013 at 3:17 PM, Michele McNabb <dkfhgc at metc.net> wrote:
> I am intrigued by several vendors I?ve seen lately at fairs and in other
> informal situations who process services or items using an iPad and a
small
> gadget connected to downloaded software that allows them to do everything
> one needs to do with a credit card. A receipt can even be emailed to the
> purchaser. I don?t know the exact mechanics, but the vendors I?ve spoken
to
> said that the software is inexpensive (there is a fee per transaction) and
> that it?s very simple to use. I?m thinking this might be an alternative
for
> smaller genealogical collections to process copying fees, etc. More and
> more of my patrons seem to expect to pay via credit card and we?re not set
> up to accept them unless we write everything down and then process it
> through our museum shop later.
>

> Has anyone experimented with this alternative?
-----------------------------Message: 10
Date: Sat, 15 Jun 2013 15:50:10 -0500
From: "Grenzeback, Martha \(LIB\)" <MGrenzeback at omahalibrary.org>
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Online payments
Message-ID:
<B76851330E53DE4BB02CDD55BC165B050316BDB1 at Dotcexc01.dotcomm.org>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="utf-8"
We use the Square with an iPad for various out-and-about activities, such as
our Friends of the Library book sale outside at the Summer Arts Festival.
It's easy to use and, as far as I know, has been pretty much trouble-free.
<<ole0>>
Martha Grenzeback | Librarian
W. Dale Clark Main Library
215 S. 15th St. | Omaha, Ne 68102
mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org
402.444.4800
Follow OPL on Twitter <http://twitter.com/> & Facebook
<http://www.facebook.com/pages/Omaha-Public-Library/24465072133>

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Drew Smith
Sent: Saturday, June 15, 2013 3:29 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Online payments
Michele,
Our local genealogy society here in Tampa is beginning to experiment with
this. The gadget (one of them is the Square, which works with an iPhone,
iPad, or Android mobile device), plugs into the audio jack of the mobile
device, and after the card is swiped through the gadget, the customer can
sign on the mobile device's touchscreen.
We're looking forward to using this at our monthly meetings to process new
or renewal memberships, and at our annual seminar to process walk-in
registrations.
Square isn't the only choice.
alternatives:

Here's a recent review comparing 3

http://www.digitaltrends.com/mobile/square-vs-intuit-gopayment-vs-paypal-her
e-mobile-credit-card-processors/
Drew Smith
President, Florida Genealogical Society of Tampa

Drew Smith
Assistant Librarian
Academic Services, USF Tampa Library
dsmith at usf.edu
813-974-3492
On Sat, Jun 15, 2013 at 3:17 PM, Michele McNabb <dkfhgc at metc.net> wrote:
> I am intrigued by several vendors I?ve seen lately at fairs and in
> other informal situations who process services or items using an iPad
> and a small gadget connected to downloaded software that allows them
> to do everything one needs to do with a credit card. A receipt can
> even be emailed to the purchaser. I don?t know the exact mechanics,
> but the vendors I?ve spoken to said that the software is inexpensive
> (there is a fee per transaction) and that it?s very simple to use.
> I?m thinking this might be an alternative for smaller genealogical
> collections to process copying fees, etc. More and more of my patrons
> seem to expect to pay via credit card and we?re not set up to accept
> them unless we write everything down and then process it through our
museum shop later.
>
> Has anyone experimented with this alternative?
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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-----------------------------Message: 11
Date: Tue, 18 Jun 2013 06:38:00 -0700 (PDT)
From: Libby Feil <ecfeil at yahoo.com>
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Part-time genealogist position in Boston
Message-ID:
<1371562680.79913.YahooMailClassic at web120904.mail.ne1.yahoo.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="utf-8"

Hi,
all-?

The
New England Historic Genealogical Society has a position open for a
part-time
genealogist: http://www.americanancestors.org/careers/#genealogist.
The position works in the Society?s research library, providing genealogical
reference assistance 16+ hours per week. The link has details about the
position and how to apply.
?
Best
wishes,
Libby
Feil

----------------------Libby Feil, MLS, MA
Genealogist
libby.feil at nehgs.org

New England Historic Genealogical Society
99-101 Newbury Street
Boston, MA 02116
www.AmericanAncestors.org
To
advance the study of family history in America and beyond, NEHGS educates,
inspires, and connects people through our scholarship, collections, and
expertise.
----------------------?
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130618/406fb7
95/attachment-0001.html>
-----------------------------Message: 12
Date: Wed, 19 Jun 2013 14:31:08 +0000
From: Roberta Allen <rallen at danville.lib.il.us>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Responding to patrons with genealogy question via

email
Message-ID:
<87F41E0D0F577D44A24B74BD200114C51CE835FD at Server2008.staff-lan.local>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
Please let me know if you library responds to patron via email.
copies, are they scanned?
Is the charge for copies the same or different than by US Mail?

If there

What scanners do you recommend?
Thanks,
Roberta Allen
Director of Reference and Archives
Danville Public Library
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130619/e21242
ce/attachment.html>
-----------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
End of genealib Digest, Vol 117, Issue 4
****************************************
From skusterbeck at mckinneytexas.org Wed Jun 19 10:58:22 2013
From: skusterbeck at mckinneytexas.org (Susan Kusterbeck)
Date: Wed, 19 Jun 2013 14:58:22 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Responding to patrons with genealogy question via
email
In-Reply-To: <000601ce6cfa$ec20f610$c462e230$@chestateelibrary.org>
References: <000601ce6cfa$ec20f610$c462e230$@chestateelibrary.org>
Message-ID: <B18CBD53450561429EC245CE0EB792A605CC2B@MCKMBX1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
Roberta,
Like Colby, we do not charge for any documents we send to patrons. We get quite a
few e-mail questions, much more than through the mail. If patrons ask if we
charge, we tell them that we don't, but we do accept donations. I have a HP
Scanjet G4050 for scanning documents.
Susan Kusterbeck
Genealogy Librarian
Roy and Helen Hall Memorial Library
McKinney Public Library System
972.547.7343
skusterbeck at mckinneytexas.org

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Colby Hunter
Sent: Wednesday, June 19, 2013 9:40 AM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Responding to patrons with genealogy question via email
Roberta,
Our library does respond to genealogy questions via email. If I send scanned
documents I don't charge the patron. The scanner I have at my desk is a Brother
7860DW. We don't usually charge patrons when we send things through the mail but we
don't get many requests via mail.
Colby
Colby Hunter
Information Specialist
Dawson County Public Library
342 Allen Street
Dawsonville, GA 30534
(706)344-3690 ext. 25 (p)
(706)344-3691 (f)
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of genealib-request at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Wednesday, June 19, 2013 10:31 AM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: genealib Digest, Vol 117, Issue 4
Send genealib mailing list submissions to
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
To subscribe or unsubscribe via the World Wide Web, visit
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
or, via email, send a message with subject or body 'help' to
genealib-request at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
You can reach the person managing the list at
genealib-owner at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
When replying, please edit your Subject line so it is more specific than
"Re: Contents of genealib digest..."
*Please* do not respond to a digest item without editing out all of the items
you're not responding to, and changing the subject line to match that of the single
message you're responding to. Failure to edit out other messages or change the
subject line may result in your message being rejected.
Today's Topics:
1. Re: Saving Census records in ALE (Charity Rouse)
2. Re: Saving Census records in ALE (Janice M. Healy)
3. Re: Saving Census records in ALE (Barbara L. HILL)

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Re: Saving Census records in ALE (Cris Cooper)
Saving ALE census records (Anne Shaughnessy)
Lisle Brown (James Jeffrey)
Online payments (Michele McNabb)
Re: Online payments (Michael Carroll)
Re: Online payments (Drew Smith)
Re: Online payments (Grenzeback, Martha (LIB))
Part-time genealogist position in Boston (Libby Feil)
Responding to patrons with genealogy question via email
(Roberta Allen)

---------------------------------------------------------------------Message: 1
Date: Wed, 12 Jun 2013 16:32:05 -0500
From: Charity Rouse <CRouse at tscpl.org>
To: "'genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu'"
<genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Saving Census records in ALE
Message-ID:
<46E2DC8A9B77134B8B71F2AE68181ACF01218BC0780F at TSCPLMAILP00.tscpl.org>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
Try shifting back to the Basic Viewer and see if that helps with saving the image.
Printing from Ancestry's new viewer has crashed our computers multiple times since
we have to print from the orange save button and open the image in the fax viewer
so that we can scale up to 11by17 paper.
However we have found that changing back to the basic viewer solves our problems.
There are some databases (Sons of the American Revolution being
one) where you are not allowed to save or print at all.

Hope this helps!

Charity
Charity Rouse, MLS
Genealogy, Local History & Special Collections Topeka & Shawnee County Public
Library
1515 SW 10th Ave.
Topeka, KS 66604
785-580-4510 (Topeka Room)
crouse at tscpl.org

Subject: [Genealib] Saving census records in ALE
Message-ID:

<1370633673.56846.YahooMailNeo at web163806.mail.gq1.yahoo.com<mailto:137063367
3.56846.YahooMailNeo at web163806.mail.gq1.yahoo.com>>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"

Hello:
Has anyone had difficulty saving a census record from ALE onto a flash drive?? One
of our patrons had problems doing so today.? He tried different computers but still
ran into some trouble.

Thank you.
Anne Shaughnessy
Mount Prospect (IL) Public Library

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130612/e70e67
e3/attachment-0001.html>
-----------------------------Message: 2
Date: Wed, 12 Jun 2013 14:46:08 -0700
From: "Janice M. Healy" <jmhealy1 at comcast.net>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Saving Census records in ALE
Message-ID: <p062408a8cdde9be9ee62@[192.168.0.2]>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"; Format="flowed"
Have you tried to a screen screen shot? This works on some of the web sites that
you can't print. Save the screen shot as a PDF file to your desk top and then print
from your desk top.
Good luck, wish they would quite monkeying around with all these web sites.
Janice
>Content-Language: en-US
>Content-Type: multipart/alternative;
>
>
boundary="_000_46E2DC8A9B77134B8B71F2AE68181ACF01218BC0780FTSCPLMAILP0_"
>
>Try shifting back to the Basic Viewer and see if that helps with saving
>the image. Printing from Ancestry's new viewer has crashed our
>computers multiple times since we have to print from the orange save
>button and open the image in the fax viewer so that we can scale up to
>11by17 paper. However we have found that changing back to the basic
>viewer solves our problems. There are some databases (Sons of the
>American Revolution being one) where you are not allowed to save or

>print at all.
>
>Hope this helps!
>
>Charity
>
>Charity Rouse, MLS
>Genealogy, Local History & Special Collections Topeka & Shawnee County
>Public Library
>1515 SW 10th Ave.
>Topeka, KS 66604
>785-580-4510 (Topeka Room)
>crouse at tscpl.org
>
>
>Subject: [Genealib] Saving census records in ALE
>Message-ID:
>
><<mailto:1370633673.56846.YahooMailNeo at web163806.mail.gq1.yahoo.com>137
>0633673.56846.YahooMailNeo at web163806.mail.gq1.yahoo.com>
>Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
>
>Hello:
>Has anyone had difficulty saving a census record from ALE onto a flash
>drive?? One of our patrons had problems doing so today.? He tried
>different computers but still ran into some trouble.
>
>Thank you.
>Anne Shaughnessy
>Mount Prospect (IL) Public Library
>
>
>
>
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130612/cc65c8
38/attachment-0001.html>
-----------------------------Message: 3
Date: Wed, 12 Jun 2013 21:35:34 -0700
From: "Barbara L. HILL" <bhill at berkeley.edu>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Saving Census records in ALE
Message-ID:
<CANQTj-FnRjFXak37GUx7RgmLQp+a06tDuTfzS2J6_=aoj0_gnw at mail.gmail.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
Our tech support staff put something called "IrfanView" on our patron PCs.
We use it for screen shots, but you can't edit anything, so what you see is what
you get. Still, the print quality is good and can be read with a magnifying glass
if it seems too small. I haven't yet been trained in using it so can't answer any

questions, but it is free and there's a website.
It seems like whenever a subscription site changes anything or makes it "better,"
all the printing instructions stop working and everyone has to re-invent the wheel.
Barbara Hill
Library Committee
California Genealogical Society

On Wed, Jun 12, 2013 at 2:46 PM, Janice M. Healy
<jmhealy1 at comcast.net>wrote:
> **
> Have you tried to a screen screen shot? This works on some of the web
> sites that you can't print. Save the screen shot as a PDF file to your
> desk top and then print from your desk top.
>
> Good luck, wish they would quite monkeying around with all these web
sites.
> Janice
>
> Content-Language: en-US
> Content-Type: multipart/alternative;
> **
**boundary="_000_46E2DC8A9B77134B8B71F2AE68181ACF01218BC0780FTSCP
> LMAILP0_"
>
> Try shifting back to the Basic Viewer and see if that helps with
> saving the image. Printing from Ancestry's new viewer has crashed our
> computers multiple times since we have to print from the orange save
> button and open the image in the fax viewer so that we can scale up to
11by17 paper.
> However we have found that changing back to the basic viewer solves
> our problems. There are some databases (Sons of the American
> Revolution being
> one) where you are not allowed to save or print at all.
>
>
>
> Hope this helps!
>
>
>
> Charity
>
>
>
> *Charity Rouse*, MLS
>
> *Genealogy, Local History & Special Collections*
>
> Topeka & Shawnee County Public Library
>
> 1515 SW 10th Ave.
>
> Topeka, KS 66604

>
> 785-580-4510 (Topeka Room)
>
> crouse at tscpl.org
>
>
>
>
>
> Subject: [Genealib] Saving census records in ALE
>
> Message-ID:
>
>
<1370633673.56846.YahooMailNeo at web163806.mail.gq1.yahoo.com>
>
> Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
>
>
>
> Hello:
>
> Has anyone had difficulty saving a census record from ALE onto a flash
> drive?? One of our patrons had problems doing so today.? He tried
> different computers but still ran into some trouble.
>
>
>
> Thank you.
>
> Anne Shaughnessy
>
> Mount Prospect (IL) Public Library
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130612/78af59
d2/attachment-0001.html>
------------------------------

Message: 4
Date: Thu, 13 Jun 2013 09:15:02 -0700 (PDT)
From: Cris Cooper <cris.cooper55 at yahoo.com>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Saving Census records in ALE
Message-ID:
<1371140102.42970.YahooMailNeo at web140003.mail.bf1.yahoo.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
Greetings, Anne.
Depending on the web browser you're using, saving to a flash drive can have
anywhere from 3 to 10 steps. Since modern browsers have a "Downloads" folder they
default to (without giving you the opportunity to choose a save location yourself)
many users get confused as to where their download went.
I can provide you with detailed steps on how to alleviate this problem if I knew
what version of which browser you were using. You can contact me off-list at ALT at
ancestry.com and I'll be happy to assist.
Thanks!
-Cris
________________________________
From: Barbara L. HILL <bhill at berkeley.edu>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, June 12, 2013 10:35 PM
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Saving Census records in ALE

Our tech support staff put something called "IrfanView" on our patron PCs.
?We use it for screen shots, but you can't edit anything, so what you see is what
you get. ?Still, the print quality is good and can be read with a magnifying glass
if it seems too small. ?I haven't yet been trained in using it so can't answer any
questions, but it is free and there's a website.?
It seems like whenever a subscription site changes anything or makes it "better,"
all the printing instructions stop working and everyone has to re-invent the
wheel.?
Barbara Hill?
Library Committee
California Genealogical Society

On Wed, Jun 12, 2013 at 2:46 PM, Janice M. Healy <jmhealy1 at comcast.net>
wrote:
>Have you tried to a screen screen shot? This works on some of the
web sites that you can't print. Save the screen shot as a PDF file to your desk top

and then print from your desk top.
>
>
>Good luck, wish they would quite monkeying around with all these
web sites.
>Janice
>
>
>Content-Language: en-US
>>Content-Type: multipart/alternative;
>>????
boundary="_000_46E2DC8A9B77134B8B71F2AE68181ACF01218BC0780FTSCPLMAILP0_"
>>
>Try shifting back to the Basic Viewer and
see if that helps with saving the image.? Printing from Ancestry's new viewer has
crashed our computers multiple times since we have to print from the orange save
button and open the image in the fax viewer so that we can scale up to 11by17
paper. ?However we have found that changing back to the basic viewer solves our
problems.? There are some databases (Sons of the American Revolution being one)
where you are not allowed to save or print at all.
>?
>Hope this helps!
>?
>Charity
>?
>Charity Rouse, MLS
>Genealogy, Local History & Special
Collections
>Topeka & Shawnee County Public
Library
>1515 SW 10th Ave.
>Topeka, KS? 66604
>785-580-4510 (Topeka Room)
>crouse at tscpl.org
>?
>?
>Subject: [Genealib] Saving census records
in ALE
>Message-ID:
>????? <1370633673.56846.YahooMailNeo at web163806.mail.gq1.yahoo.com>
>Content-Type: text/plain;
charset="iso-8859-1"
>?
>Hello:
>Has anyone had difficulty saving a census
record from ALE onto a flash drive?? One of our patrons had problems doing so
today.? He tried different computers but still ran into some trouble.
>?
>Thank you.
>Anne Shaughnessy
>Mount Prospect (IL) Public
Library
>?
>?
>?
>
>>_______________________________________________
>>genealib mailing list
>>genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu

>>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130613/3296ce
0e/attachment-0001.html>
-----------------------------Message: 5
Date: Thu, 13 Jun 2013 11:01:38 -0700 (PDT)
From: Anne Shaughnessy <annes_1961 at yahoo.com>
To: Librarians serving genealogists <genealib at lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Saving ALE census records
Message-ID:
<1371146498.24936.YahooMailNeo at web163801.mail.gq1.yahoo.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
Hello,
Thank you to those who responded to my questions regarding how to save census
records to a flash drive from Ancestry Library Edition.? I will use your
suggestions and hopefully get some good results!!
?
Respectfully,
Anne Shaughnessy
Mount Prospect (IL) Public Library
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130613/bd00ab
68/attachment-0001.html>
-----------------------------Message: 6
Date: Fri, 14 Jun 2013 12:06:24 -0600
From: "James Jeffrey" <jjeffrey at denverlibrary.org>
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Lisle Brown
Message-ID: <51BB0742.8905.0049.1 at denverlibrary.org>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
Gang
It is with a heavy heart that I tell you of the sudden death of Mr. Lisle Brown,
Curator of Special Collections at James E. Morrow Library, Marshall University in

Huntington, West Virginia. Lisle was to celebrate 40 years of service at Marshall
this week. He ended up in ICU with a bad bacterial infection and passed early this
morning. Lisle encouraged me in my hunger for genealogy as I worked for six years
in Special Collections.
This is most unexpected, he leaves a wife Merry Brown several children and a host
of grand children.

James K. Jeffrey
Collection Specialist in Genealogy
Western History and Genealogy
Denver Public Library
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130614/506cce
ee/attachment-0001.html>
-----------------------------Message: 7
Date: Sat, 15 Jun 2013 14:17:09 -0500
From: "Michele McNabb" <dkfhgc at metc.net>
To: "Genealib" <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Online payments
Message-ID: <003701ce69fc$ee8a28f0$cb9e7ad0$@net>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
I am intrigued by several vendors I've seen lately at fairs and in other informal
situations who process services or items using an iPad and a small gadget connected
to downloaded software that allows them to do everything one needs to do with a
credit card. A receipt can even be emailed to the purchaser. I don't know the
exact mechanics, but the vendors I've spoken to said that the software is
inexpensive (there is a fee per transaction) and that it's very simple to use. I'm
thinking this might be an alternative for smaller genealogical collections to
process copying fees, etc. More and more of my patrons seem to expect to pay via
credit card and we're not set up to accept them unless we write everything down and
then process it through our museum shop later.

Has anyone experimented with this alternative?

Michele McNabb
+++++++++++++++++++++++
Michele McNabb
Librarian/Manager
The Danish Immigrant Museum
Family History & Genealogy Center

4210 Main St. ~ PO Box 249
Elk Horn IA 51531-0249
712.764.7008

The road to wisdom? Well, it's plain and simple to express:
Err and err and err again, but less and less and less.
--Piet Hein

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130615/c6b320
50/attachment-0001.html>
-----------------------------Message: 8
Date: Sat, 15 Jun 2013 13:06:58 -0700
From: "Michael Carroll" <mcarroll at pobox.com>
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Online payments
Message-ID: <81FD4A554EDD496BA76C4F4EA4E45854 at InspironDesktop>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="utf-8"
Michele,
This is a good review, at PC World, of four systems of the type you?re talking
about:
http://www.pcworld.com/article/256416/four_mobile_payment_systems_tested_and
_compared.html
I haven?t used any of them myself.
Michael Carroll
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130615/16d051
df/attachment-0001.html>
-----------------------------Message: 9
Date: Sat, 15 Jun 2013 16:29:04 -0400
From: Drew Smith <dsmith at usf.edu>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Online payments
Message-ID:
<CALSepZb6NiK8teY_KiJzpJuRQbndbMsW8nQGum6xQnpTxLg8RQ at mail.gmail.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="UTF-8"
Michele,

Our local genealogy society here in Tampa is beginning to experiment with this.
The gadget (one of them is the Square, which works with an iPhone, iPad, or Android
mobile device), plugs into the audio jack of the mobile device, and after the card
is swiped through the gadget, the customer can sign on the mobile device's
touchscreen.
We're looking forward to using this at our monthly meetings to process new or
renewal memberships, and at our annual seminar to process walk-in registrations.
Square isn't the only choice.
alternatives:

Here's a recent review comparing 3

http://www.digitaltrends.com/mobile/square-vs-intuit-gopayment-vs-paypal-her
e-mobile-credit-card-processors/
Drew Smith
President, Florida Genealogical Society of Tampa
Drew Smith
Assistant Librarian
Academic Services, USF Tampa Library
dsmith at usf.edu
813-974-3492
On Sat, Jun 15, 2013 at 3:17 PM, Michele McNabb <dkfhgc at metc.net> wrote:
> I am intrigued by several vendors I?ve seen lately at fairs and in
> other informal situations who process services or items using an iPad
> and a
small
> gadget connected to downloaded software that allows them to do
> everything one needs to do with a credit card. A receipt can even be
> emailed to the purchaser. I don?t know the exact mechanics, but the
> vendors I?ve spoken
to
> said that the software is inexpensive (there is a fee per transaction)
> and that it?s very simple to use. I?m thinking this might be an
> alternative
for
> smaller genealogical collections to process copying fees, etc. More
> and more of my patrons seem to expect to pay via credit card and we?re
> not set up to accept them unless we write everything down and then
> process it through our museum shop later.
>
> Has anyone experimented with this alternative?
-----------------------------Message: 10
Date: Sat, 15 Jun 2013 15:50:10 -0500
From: "Grenzeback, Martha \(LIB\)" <MGrenzeback at omahalibrary.org>
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Online payments
Message-ID:
<B76851330E53DE4BB02CDD55BC165B050316BDB1 at Dotcexc01.dotcomm.org>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="utf-8"

We use the Square with an iPad for various out-and-about activities, such as our
Friends of the Library book sale outside at the Summer Arts Festival.
It's easy to use and, as far as I know, has been pretty much trouble-free.
<<ole0>>
Martha Grenzeback | Librarian
W. Dale Clark Main Library
215 S. 15th St. | Omaha, Ne 68102
mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org
402.444.4800
Follow OPL on Twitter <http://twitter.com/> & Facebook
<http://www.facebook.com/pages/Omaha-Public-Library/24465072133>

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Drew Smith
Sent: Saturday, June 15, 2013 3:29 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Online payments
Michele,
Our local genealogy society here in Tampa is beginning to experiment with
this. The gadget (one of them is the Square, which works with an iPhone,
iPad, or Android mobile device), plugs into the audio jack of the mobile
device, and after the card is swiped through the gadget, the customer can
sign on the mobile device's touchscreen.
We're looking forward to using this at our monthly meetings to process new
or renewal memberships, and at our annual seminar to process walk-in
registrations.
Square isn't the only choice.
alternatives:

Here's a recent review comparing 3

http://www.digitaltrends.com/mobile/square-vs-intuit-gopayment-vs-paypal-her
e-mobile-credit-card-processors/
Drew Smith
President, Florida Genealogical Society of Tampa
Drew Smith
Assistant Librarian
Academic Services, USF Tampa Library
dsmith at usf.edu
813-974-3492
On Sat, Jun 15, 2013 at 3:17 PM, Michele McNabb <dkfhgc at metc.net> wrote:
> I am intrigued by several vendors I?ve seen lately at fairs and in
> other informal situations who process services or items using an iPad
> and a small gadget connected to downloaded software that allows them
> to do everything one needs to do with a credit card. A receipt can
> even be emailed to the purchaser. I don?t know the exact mechanics,

> but the vendors I?ve spoken to said that the software is inexpensive
> (there is a fee per transaction) and that it?s very simple to use.
> I?m thinking this might be an alternative for smaller genealogical
> collections to process copying fees, etc. More and more of my patrons
> seem to expect to pay via credit card and we?re not set up to accept
> them unless we write everything down and then process it through our
museum shop later.
>
> Has anyone experimented with this alternative?
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130615/d5a5a6
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-----------------------------Message: 11
Date: Tue, 18 Jun 2013 06:38:00 -0700 (PDT)
From: Libby Feil <ecfeil at yahoo.com>
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Part-time genealogist position in Boston
Message-ID:
<1371562680.79913.YahooMailClassic at web120904.mail.ne1.yahoo.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="utf-8"

Hi,
all-?
The
New England Historic Genealogical Society has a position open for a
part-time
genealogist: http://www.americanancestors.org/careers/#genealogist.
The position works in the Society?s research library, providing genealogical
reference assistance 16+ hours per week. The link has details about the
position and how to apply.
?
Best
wishes,

Libby
Feil

----------------------Libby Feil, MLS, MA
Genealogist
libby.feil at nehgs.org

New England Historic Genealogical Society
99-101 Newbury Street
Boston, MA 02116
www.AmericanAncestors.org
To
advance the study of family history in America and beyond, NEHGS educates,
inspires, and connects people through our scholarship, collections, and
expertise.
----------------------?
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130618/406fb7
95/attachment-0001.html>
-----------------------------Message: 12
Date: Wed, 19 Jun 2013 14:31:08 +0000
From: Roberta Allen <rallen at danville.lib.il.us>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Responding to patrons with genealogy question via
email
Message-ID:
<87F41E0D0F577D44A24B74BD200114C51CE835FD at Server2008.staff-lan.local>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
Please let me know if you library responds to patron via email.
copies, are they scanned?
Is the charge for copies the same or different than by US Mail?
What scanners do you recommend?
Thanks,

If there

Roberta Allen
Director of Reference and Archives
Danville Public Library
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130619/e21242
ce/attachment.html>
-----------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
End of genealib Digest, Vol 117, Issue 4
****************************************
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual to whom
it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential, privileged, and
exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient,
be advised that the unauthorized review, use,disclosure,
duplication, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on this
information is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error,
please notify the sender by return email and destroy all electronic and paper
copies of the original message and any attachments immediately. Please note that
neither City of McKinney nor the sender accepts any responsibility for viruses and
it is your responsibility to scan attachments (if any). Thank You.

From kcarrier at tadl.org Wed Jun 19 11:07:45 2013
From: kcarrier at tadl.org (Katheryn Carrier)
Date: Wed, 19 Jun 2013 11:07:45 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Responding to patrons with genealogy question via
email
In-Reply-To: <87F41E0D0F577D44A24B74BD200114C51CE835FD@Server2008.staff-lan.local>
References: <87F41E0D0F577D44A24B74BD200114C51CE835FD@Server2008.staff-lan.local>
Message-ID: <CAB0Jr2RPMDRwo58SUaw1+LBpvFkNCEsap_z66QBV7FxY47ECQw@mail.gmail.com>
Dear Ms. Allen,
TADL frequently gets email requests for information. We can scan our
microfilm from the ST-100 or will copy/print. We are currently only asking
for a donation be it email or hard copy.
Hope this helps.
Sincerely yours,
Katheryn Carrier

Reference
Traverse Area District Library
610 Woodmere Avenue
Traverse City, Michigan 49686

USA

231-932-8502 voice
231-932-8578 fax
On Wed, Jun 19, 2013 at 10:31 AM, Roberta Allen
<rallen at danville.lib.il.us>wrote:
> Please let me know if you library responds to patron via email. If
> there copies, are they scanned?****
>
> Is the charge for copies the same or different than by US Mail?****
>
> ** **
>
> What scanners do you recommend?****
>
> ** **
>
> Thanks,****
>
> ** **
>
> Roberta Allen****
>
> Director of Reference and Archives****
>
> Danville Public Library****
>
> ** **
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130619/
d3e5ba55/attachment.html>
From vminnick at las-cruces.org Wed Jun 19 11:27:03 2013
From: vminnick at las-cruces.org (Victoria Minnick)
Date: Wed, 19 Jun 2013 15:27:03 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Responding to patrons with genealogy question via
email
In-Reply-To: <87F41E0D0F577D44A24B74BD200114C51CE835FD@Server2008.staff-lan.local>
References: <87F41E0D0F577D44A24B74BD200114C51CE835FD@Server2008.staff-lan.local>
Message-ID: <4063EF68389F774C94FFDA3038145CC35D76E436@clc-exch-mbx-01.lascruces.org>
At Thomas Branigan Memorial Library, we request all genealogy inquiries be made by
email. This helps ensure that we have the correct spelling, and all information the
patron has without our intrepretation.

We do not charge for research as this is often done by the local genealogical
society volunteers. Copies are made using the reference staff's all in one
printer/scanner/copier. For items that are hard to scan such as Microfilm, we
still print and then scan it, with a note in the email that it is the best possible
image due to the original quality of the item.

Vicki Minnick
Senior Librarian
Thomas Branigan Memorial Library

"Who knows only his generation remains always a child." - George Norlin (18711942)
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] on behalf of Roberta Allen [rallen at danville.lib.il.us]
Sent: Wednesday, June 19, 2013 8:31 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Responding to patrons with genealogy question via email
Please let me know if you library responds to patron via email.
are they scanned?
Is the charge for copies the same or different than by US Mail?

If there copies,

What scanners do you recommend?
Thanks,
Roberta Allen
Director of Reference and Archives
Danville Public Library
From kmostyn at nioga.org Wed Jun 19 11:51:22 2013
From: kmostyn at nioga.org (Kristine Mostyn)
Date: Wed, 19 Jun 2013 11:51:22 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Responding to patrons with genealogy question via
email
In-Reply-To: <87F41E0D0F577D44A24B74BD200114C51CE835FD@Server2008.staff-lan.local>
References: <87F41E0D0F577D44A24B74BD200114C51CE835FD@Server2008.staff-lan.local>
Message-ID: <CA+Q4LnkjdOuFcGyi3dyb+upaiF4d6fK0cbB+XMNqQgsXk=a1zw@mail.gmail.com>
Most of our requests are through email which is how we prefer it. Our
microfilm reader scans the microfilm and will email it, so we do not charge
for that. We do charge for requests for copies of our oral histories; it's
a flat per disc fee. For photographs and the like we use a Canoscan 9000F
as our scanner. Regardless of how the request is received we do not charge
for the research or mailing of copies. We are a small rural library and
don't get many research intensive requests so we consider it part of our
reference service.

Kristine
-Kristine Mostyn
Asst. Director
Lee-Whedon Memorial Library
620 West Ave
Medina, NY 14103
585-798-3430
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130619/
fe89c963/attachment.html>
From Lynette.Jones at cityofcarrollton.com Wed Jun 19 12:15:52 2013
From: Lynette.Jones at cityofcarrollton.com (Lynette Jones)
Date: Wed, 19 Jun 2013 16:15:52 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Responding to patrons with genealogy question via
email
In-Reply-To: <87F41E0D0F577D44A24B74BD200114C51CE835FD@Server2008.staff-lan.local>
References: <87F41E0D0F577D44A24B74BD200114C51CE835FD@Server2008.staff-lan.local>
Message-ID: <B4A7E6F37960E74D8CD2F5AB96F7B3FF163BDAEB@CAREX103.carrollton.com>
Yes, we answer all kinds of questions via email, not just genealogy. Staff will
scan copies from our local newspapers if necessary. We do not charge for scans,
research time, or postage. Many of our long-distance customers send donations.
We use a Xerox 5135 or Xerox 7435, depending on which library the staff person is
in at the moment. These are huge Xerox copiers that do nearly everything
imaginable-print, copy, fax, scan, email.
Thanks,
Lynette V. Jones
Library Branch Manager
Carrollton Public Library at Hebron and Josey
Carrollton, TX 75010

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Roberta Allen
Sent: Wednesday, June 19, 2013 9:31 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Responding to patrons with genealogy question via email
Please let me know if you library responds to patron via email.
are they scanned?
Is the charge for copies the same or different than by US Mail?
What scanners do you recommend?
Thanks,
Roberta Allen
Director of Reference and Archives
Danville Public Library
-------------- next part --------------

If there copies,

An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130619/84807e9b/
attachment.html>
From dmoneta at cox.net Wed Jun 19 13:11:41 2013
From: dmoneta at cox.net (Daniela Moneta)
Date: Wed, 19 Jun 2013 10:11:41 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] Unsubscribe from Genelib
Message-ID: <014901ce6d10$113a49a0$33aedce0$@net>
I love the list but please unsubscribe me. I no longer am a genealogy
librarian.

Sincerely,

Daniela Moneta, CG
McClelland Irish Library
Phoenix, AZ 85004
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130619/52b3338c/
attachment.html>
From archives at uww.edu Wed Jun 19 13:57:49 2013
From: archives at uww.edu (UW-W Archives)
Date: Wed, 19 Jun 2013 17:57:49 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Responding to patrons with genealogy question
via
email
In-Reply-To: <B4A7E6F37960E74D8CD2F5AB96F7B3FF163BDAEB@CAREX103.carrollton.com>
References: <87F41E0D0F577D44A24B74BD200114C51CE835FD@Server2008.staff-lan.local>,
<B4A7E6F37960E74D8CD2F5AB96F7B3FF163BDAEB@CAREX103.carrollton.com>
Message-ID: <22AE8C636F73F946B71A9D567DD3864B23F3E824@FMB10.uww.edu>
The vast majority of our requests now arrive by email. We have a form on our
website for patrons to use for queries, but also accept other emails. We will scan
or send photocopies as the patron indicates or the materials require. We do charge
for research time and copies.

Karen Weston
University Archivist / Area Research Center Curator

UW-Whitewater Special Collections, Area Research Center and Archives
P.O. Box 900, 800 W. Main Street, Whitewater, WI 53190
Normal Hours: Monday-Friday 9:00 AM to 4:30 PM
Phone: 262-472-5520

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] on behalf of Lynette Jones [Lynette.Jones at
cityofcarrollton.com]
Sent: Wednesday, June 19, 2013 11:15 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Responding to patrons with genealogy question via email
Yes, we answer all kinds of questions via email, not just genealogy. Staff will
scan copies from our local newspapers if necessary. We do not charge for scans,
research time, or postage. Many of our long-distance customers send donations.
We use a Xerox 5135 or Xerox 7435, depending on which library the staff person is
in at the moment. These are huge Xerox copiers that do nearly everything
imaginable?print, copy, fax, scan, email.
Thanks,
Lynette V. Jones
Library Branch Manager
Carrollton Public Library at Hebron and Josey
Carrollton, TX 75010

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Roberta Allen
Sent: Wednesday, June 19, 2013 9:31 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Responding to patrons with genealogy question via email
Please let me know if you library responds to patron via email.
are they scanned?
Is the charge for copies the same or different than by US Mail?

If there copies,

What scanners do you recommend?
Thanks,
Roberta Allen
Director of Reference and Archives
Danville Public Library
From JMaguire at nehgs.org Wed Jun 19 15:24:46 2013
From: JMaguire at nehgs.org (Maguire, Jean)
Date: Wed, 19 Jun 2013 19:24:46 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogist position at NEHGS
Message-ID: <EF25BCE926BC6541A82788D6BD768B5C39DC3044@NEHGS-EX10.nehgs.local>
Are you, or someone you know, interested in pursuing a career at the New England
Historic Genealogical Society? We currently have an opening for a part-time
Genealogist on our Library staff. Please see the position description at
http://www.americanancestors.org/careers/.
Jean Maguire
Library Manager

New England Historic Genealogical Society
99-101 Newbury Street
Boston, MA 02116
jmaguire at nehgs.org
617-226-1229
AmericanAncestors.org <AmericanAncestors.org>
To advance the study of family history in America and beyond, NEHGS educates,
inspires, and connects people through our scholarship, collections, and expertise.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130619/2243e574/
attachment.html>
From ExecDir at genpa.org Wed Jun 19 16:14:28 2013
From: ExecDir at genpa.org (Joyce Homan)
Date: Wed, 19 Jun 2013 16:14:28 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Online payments
Message-ID: <2e3e5e0e$6b84435c$35650601$@com>
We're using Square when we go out to conferences, and we love it. Very easy and
intuitive to use!
Joyce Homan, Executive Director
Genealogical Society of Pennsylvania
2207 Chestnut Street
Philadelphia PA 19103
215-545-0391
Email: execdir at GenPa.org
Website: www.GenPa.org
-------- Original Message -------> From: "Drew Smith" <dsmith at usf.edu>
> Sent: Saturday, June 15, 2013 4:29 PM
> To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> Subject: Re: [Genealib] Online payments
>
> Michele,
Our local genealogy society here in Tampa is beginning to experiment
with this. The gadget (one of them is the Square, which works with an
iPhone, iPad, or Android mobile device), plugs into the audio jack of
the mobile device, and after the card is swiped through the gadget,
the customer can sign on the mobile device's touchscreen.
We're looking forward to using this at our monthly meetings to process
new or renewal memberships, and at our annual seminar to process
walk-in registrations.
Square isn't the only choice.

Here's a recent review comparing 3 alternatives:

http://www.digitaltrends.com/mobile/square-vs-intuit-gopayment-vs-paypal-heremobile-credit-card-processors/
Drew Smith
President, Florida Genealogical Society of Tampa

Drew Smith
Assistant Librarian
Academic Services, USF Tampa Library
dsmith at usf.edu
813-974-3492
On Sat, Jun 15, 2013 at 3:17 PM, Michele McNabb <dkfhgc at metc.net> wrote:
> I am intrigued by several vendors I've seen lately at fairs and in other
> informal situations who process services or items using an iPad and a small
> gadget connected to downloaded software that allows them to do everything
> one needs to do with a credit card. A receipt can even be emailed to the
> purchaser. I don't know the exact mechanics, but the vendors I've spoken to
> said that the software is inexpensive (there is a fee per transaction) and
> that it's very simple to use. I'm thinking this might be an alternative for
> smaller genealogical collections to process copying fees, etc. More and
> more of my patrons seem to expect to pay via credit card and we're not set
> up to accept them unless we write everything down and then process it
> through our museum shop later.
>
> Has anyone experimented with this alternative?
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From mvanderkooy at herrickdl.org Wed Jun 19 16:54:23 2013
From: mvanderkooy at herrickdl.org (Mary VanderKooy)
Date: Wed, 19 Jun 2013 20:54:23 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Scanning
Message-ID:
<E055CC0C5AADED4D91D4AA4CD6BF0FD526D9EA96@BLUPRD0810MB376.namprd08.prod.outlook.com
>
We scan documents frequently (obituaries and other documents) and send by email.
We do not charge for the first five requests and charge $1.00 per request after
that. Most people have less than five requests. We do not charge for mailing
items either unless there are more than five requests. We have a Lexmark Interact
S605 Scanner.
Mary VanderKooy
Herrick District Libray,
Holland, MI
Genealogy Department
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130619/
dd170841/attachment.html>
From pm_mclaughlin at yahoo.com Wed Jun 19 17:38:26 2013
From: pm_mclaughlin at yahoo.com (P.M. McLaughlin)
Date: Wed, 19 Jun 2013 14:38:26 -0700 (PDT)
Subject: [Genealib] Responding to patrons with genealogy question via
email
In-Reply-To: <87F41E0D0F577D44A24B74BD200114C51CE835FD@Server2008.staff-lan.local>
References: <87F41E0D0F577D44A24B74BD200114C51CE835FD@Server2008.staff-lan.local>
Message-ID: <1371677906.97119.YahooMailNeo@web161205.mail.bf1.yahoo.com>

We do not charge for copies (within reason), but we do require a SSAE.? I have sent
a few scans, mostly to reporters working with deadlines.? We do not charge for this
either.? We do not get so many requests per month that it has been a problem.? If
we were to see a large uptick in requests, we might reconsider.
Pam McLaughlin
Fremont Public Library
Mundelein IL

________________________________
From: Roberta Allen <rallen at danville.lib.il.us>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, June 19, 2013 9:31 AM
Subject: [Genealib] Responding to patrons with genealogy question via email

Please let me know if you library responds to patron via email.? If there copies,
are they scanned?
Is the charge for copies the same or different than by US Mail?
?
What scanners do you recommend?
?
Thanks,
?
Roberta Allen
Director of Reference and Archives
Danville Public Library
?
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130619/2f272b82/
attachment-0001.html>
From kpoznick at weatherfordtx.gov Wed Jun 19 17:46:34 2013
From: kpoznick at weatherfordtx.gov (Kathleen Poznick)
Date: Wed, 19 Jun 2013 21:46:34 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] genealib Digest, Vol 117, Issue 5
In-Reply-To: <mailman.51978.1371677908.20171.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <mailman.51978.1371677908.20171.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID:
<87B5243F1ABD4D4B98066A32C73C24E8D7A21DEF@WFMS01.local.ci.weatherford.tx.us>
PLEASE take the time to delete all of the messages when you reply to a posting.
I've just wasted 10 minutes of time scrolling through all of the repeated messages.
The moderator very nicely asked not too long ago for us to delete messages when
replying.
Just my little $.05 worth!

Kathleen Poznick
Children's Services/Genealogy
Weatherford Public Library
Weatherford, TX
817-598-4160

________________________________
Weatherford is a family focused community known for valuing historic traditions
while planning for the future. It is a safe, livable city with a healthy economy
that recognizes the importance of working with citizens and local partners.
This message (and any associated files) is intended only for the use of the
individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information that is
confidential, or subject to copyright. If you are not the intended recipient you
are hereby notified that any dissemination, copying or distribution of this
message, or files associated with this message, is strictly prohibited. If you have
received this message in error, please notify us immediately by replying to the
message and deleting it from your computer. Messages sent to and from the City of
Weatherford may be monitored.
Internet communications cannot be guaranteed to be secure or error-free as
information could be intercepted, corrupted, lost, destroyed, arrive late or
incomplete, or contain viruses. Therefore, we do not accept responsibility for any
errors or omissions that are present in this message, or any attachment, that have
arisen as a result of e-mail transmission. If verification is required, please
request a hard-copy version. Any views or opinions presented are solely those of
the author and do not necessarily represent those of the City of Weatherford.
From Carol.Anderson at leesburgflorida.gov Wed Jun 19 17:59:49 2013
From: Carol.Anderson at leesburgflorida.gov (Carol Anderson)
Date: Wed, 19 Jun 2013 21:59:49 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Responding to genealogy requests by e-mail.
Message-ID: <700AF3FE7C7F0A4CB020BA1C619F1AE904655272@EXCH2010.leesburg.gov>
We base our charge on the research effort required. If we have the obit in our
file, we ask for a $2 donation to our Friends. If we have to search the microfilm,
we ask for a $5 donation. Some folks send nothing, others are more than generous.
This is our policy whether we use e-mail, snail mail, or fax.
Carol
Carol Anderson
Adult Services Supervisor
Leesburg Public Library
100 East Main Street
Leesburg, FL 34748
Carol.Anderson at leesburgflorida.gov<mailto:Carol.Anderson at leesburgflorida.gov>
Be a fountain, not a drain ~ Rex Hudler
________________________________
Please Note: Florida has a very broad public records law. Most written
communications to or from government officials regarding government business are

public records available to the public and media upon request. Your e-mail
communications may therefore be subject to public disclosure.
Think before you print.
From genbook at gmail.com Wed Jun 19 22:08:31 2013
From: genbook at gmail.com (genbook)
Date: Wed, 19 Jun 2013 22:08:31 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Responding to patrons with genealogy question via email
Message-ID: <CAKEoNhVTqbwA+Nkk5QnSYYAH0HYqJHZNrxxuDpuxx=wKNKFzvg@mail.gmail.com>
The library where I retired from would get about 30 emails a month. Some
were local history, some were genealogy. If the writer asked for in depth
research of either kind, we'd send them a list of researchers. Our usual
rule of thumb was 30 minutes max per question. For sending a statement
(like, the store was located at 1234 Main St in 1940) there was no charge,
nor was there for a simple reply for a death date.
But if we made copies the standard fees applied: 15 dollars per obit (in
whatever format); 15 dollars for up to three photocopies of newspaper
articles in whatever format); and so on. These were set by the Board of
Trustees,. As the former head of the dept I can opine that it didn't even
begin to cover the cost of staff to service these, but did help a bit. Same
fees applied whether US mail or email. Various machines were used to make
photocopies or scans. I believe that they just got a new scanner, but I so
not know what model it is.
Larry Naukam
Retired Coordinator of Historical Services
Local History, Genealogy, Digitizing
Rochester NY Public Library
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130619/
fc930987/attachment.html>
From dsmith at usf.edu Wed Jun 19 22:39:17 2013
From: dsmith at usf.edu (Drew Smith)
Date: Wed, 19 Jun 2013 22:39:17 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] [LIST ADMIN] Re: genealib Digest, Vol 117, Issue 5
In-Reply-To:
<87B5243F1ABD4D4B98066A32C73C24E8D7A21DEF@WFMS01.local.ci.weatherford.tx.us>
References: <mailman.51978.1371677908.20171.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<87B5243F1ABD4D4B98066A32C73C24E8D7A21DEF@WFMS01.local.ci.weatherford.tx.us>
Message-ID: <CALSepZbs1_555uOSLhx46X-oqx3j0Zh7OhppeECRcKCxA=T-fQ@mail.gmail.com>
On Wed, Jun 19, 2013 at 5:46 PM, Kathleen Poznick
<kpoznick at weatherfordtx.gov> wrote:
> PLEASE take the time to delete all of the messages when you reply to a posting.
I've just wasted 10 minutes of time scrolling through all of the repeated messages.
The moderator very nicely asked not too long ago for us to delete messages when
replying.
>
> Just my little $.05 worth!
And the list administrator also asked very nicely in any number of
previous postings that if you have a problem with anyone else's
posting, please direct those comments directly to the list

administrator and not to the list. (Especially since he has already
taken the time to directly contact the "offender".)
Just my $1 million's worth.
list administrator.)

(My input is worth more because I'm the

::smile::
Drew Smith
GENEALIB List Administrator
From meganthelibrarian at gmail.com Fri Jun 21 10:54:40 2013
From: meganthelibrarian at gmail.com (Megan Lewis)
Date: Fri, 21 Jun 2013 10:54:40 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Survey on access to Holocaust related archives
(including personal research.)
Message-ID: <CAL768sUB-JSK2jkxAOcYTA6zJda7FF3TJNbSD9EH20u63NsBHQ@mail.gmail.com>
Hello all,
I would appreciate your help spreading the news about this survey.
to the survey chair and he wants input from genealogists.

I spoke

The International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance (IHRA), which is working
to assess user experiences at institutions that hold Holocaust-related
material. The goal is to improve access for all users, including scholars,
educators, genealogists, museum professionals, and lay researchers. It will
focus on the legal, physical, and material obstacles that confront scholars
and researchers who utilize Holocaust-relevant documentation.
Also if you are at a university with a Holocaust studies program, or have
faculty studying this era, or just know someone doing Holocaust research,
please forward as appropriate. However, this is not a survey about WWII
materials (soldiers' records, battle plans, etc.)
The survey is at:
English: https://www.research.net/s/3T227QW
Fran?ais: https://www.research.net/s/CPSBDWK
Deutsch: https://www.research.net/s/L6VJV8Q
???????: https://www.research.net/s/RP83ZQX
More information about the IHRA can be found at:
http://www.holocaustremembrance.com/focus/archives
The survey is scheduled to be open until March 2014.
Many thanks,
Megan Lewis
reference librarian
United States Holocaust Memorial Museum
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From chunter at chestateelibrary.org

Fri Jun 21 12:04:52 2013

From: chunter at chestateelibrary.org (Colby Hunter)
Date: Fri, 21 Jun 2013 12:04:52 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Microfilm Machine
Message-ID: <001201ce6e99$108498a0$318dc9e0$@chestateelibrary.org>

CRLS Dawson has a broken Microfilm machine if anyone is interested please
contact me off list. It is a Cannon Microfilm Scanner 400 and the dial that
turns the microfilm just spins and won't turn the microfilm. You will be
responsible for pick up or the expense to ship it (it's very heavy of
course).

Thanks,

Colby

Colby Hunter
Information Specialist
Dawson County Public Library
342 Allen Street
Dawsonville, GA 30534
(706)344-3690 ext. 25 (p)
(706)344-3691 (f)
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From librarian at sgesjax.org Fri Jun 21 13:07:08 2013
From: librarian at sgesjax.org (librarian)
Date: Fri, 21 Jun 2013 13:07:08 -0400 (EDT)
Subject: [Genealib] missing quarterly issues
Message-ID: <601733321.251823.1371834428961.JavaMail.open-

xchange@emailmg.ipage.com>
Hello All,
The Southern Genealogist's Exchange Society is missing issues of The Southern
Genealogist's Exchange Quarterly when it was published by Aurora Shaw, Editor
and Associate Editor Nancy Parker. If anyone has these issues, we would
appreciate a copy and will gladly pay expenses.
The issues needed are:
1975 Volume 16 #74, 75, 76
1976 Volume 17 #77, 78, 79, 80
Please contact me off list for mailing details.
librarian at sgesjax.org
Thank You,
Carla Mellott
SGES Librarian
www.sgesjax.org
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From MGrenzeback at omahalibrary.org Fri Jun 21 16:28:27 2013
From: MGrenzeback at omahalibrary.org (Grenzeback, Martha (LIB))
Date: Fri, 21 Jun 2013 15:28:27 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Responding to patrons with genealogy question via
email
In-Reply-To: <CAKEoNhVTqbwA+Nkk5QnSYYAH0HYqJHZNrxxuDpuxx=wKNKFzvg@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAKEoNhVTqbwA+Nkk5QnSYYAH0HYqJHZNrxxuDpuxx=wKNKFzvg@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <B76851330E53DE4BB02CDD55BC165B050316BDF5@Dotcexc01.dotcomm.org>
We either email scans or mail photocopies, whichever the requester
prefers. We require a written request, either by email or postal mail-we
have discovered that eliminates a lot of misunderstandings and
miscommunication. We charge the same whatever the format, since we
consider we are charging for the staff time rather than the stamp. It's
$5 for anything with an exact citation (for example, something found
cited in our obit index), and $20 for half an hour's research to look
for something that might or might not be there (for example, if someone
has a death date but no obituary citation). The $20 covers 5 copies.

We also limit people to 3 copy requests at a time.

We get quite a few requests, and these rules help keep things
manageable. As Larry mentioned, staff time is really the issue. We do
provide basic information over the phone (e.g. look up someone in an old
city directory) which occasionally morphs into more than basic. J

Martha Grenzeback | Librarian
W. Dale Clark Main Library
215 S. 15th St.

|

Omaha, Ne 68102

402.444.4800
mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org <mailto:mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org>
Follow OPL on Twitter <http://twitter.com/OmahaPublicLib> & Facebook
<http://www.facebook.com/pages/Omaha-Public-Library/24465072133>

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of genbook
Sent: Wednesday, June 19, 2013 9:09 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Responding to patrons with genealogy question via
email

The library where I retired from would get about 30 emails a month. Some
were local history, some were genealogy. If the writer asked for in
depth research of either kind, we'd send them a list of researchers. Our
usual rule of thumb was 30 minutes max per question. For sending a
statement (like, the store was located at 1234 Main St in 1940) there
was no charge, nor was there for a simple reply for a death date.
But if we made copies the standard fees applied: 15 dollars per obit (in
whatever format); 15 dollars for up to three photocopies of newspaper
articles in whatever format); and so on. These were set by the Board of
Trustees,. As the former head of the dept I can opine that it didn't
even begin to cover the cost of staff to service these, but did help a
bit. Same fees applied whether US mail or email. Various machines were
used to make photocopies or scans. I believe that they just got a new
scanner, but I so not know what model it is.
Larry Naukam
Retired Coordinator of Historical Services
Local History, Genealogy, Digitizing
Rochester NY Public Library
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From lschreiner at hcpl.org Mon Jun 24 15:57:53 2013
From: lschreiner at hcpl.org (Lynda Schreiner)
Date: Mon, 24 Jun 2013 14:57:53 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Obituary maintenance software
Message-ID: <002a01ce7115$1da02710$58e07530$@hcpl.org>
Dear List:

We currently use Evanced software for our obituary index. We have been
informed that this product will no longer be supported in the near future,
so we are exploring our options for a change.

Would you mind sharing what you use to index obituaries, the pros and cons,
and if you would recommend it. It would be a bonus if the same software
could be adapted to index marriages and births from newspaper announcements.

Thank you, and feel free to reply on or off list.

lschreiner at hcpl.org

Regards,
Lynda Barron Schreiner
Genealogy/Local History Archivist
Henderson County Public Library
101 S. Main Street
Henderson, Kentucky

42420

www.hcpl.org <http://www.hcpl.org/>

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From GlasgowE at WTCPL.ORG Tue Jun 25 10:05:30 2013
From: GlasgowE at WTCPL.ORG (Elizabeth Glasgow)
Date: Tue, 25 Jun 2013 14:05:30 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Yours for Postage
Message-ID: <8553689BD2AE744CB6C110AB31422ECD8043DDF4@OHWAR300.WPL.LOCAL>
Yours for the cost of postage:

Going to America, Terry Coleman.

Genealogical Publishing Co., 1972.

The Winthrop Fleet of 1630, Charles Edward Banks.
1980.

Genealogical Publishing Co.,

Elizabeth A. Glasgow
Local History & Genealogy Center
Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
444 Mahoning Ave. NW
Warren, Ohio 44483
(330) 399-8807, Ext.120
We may sit in our library and yet be in all the corners of the earth.
John Lubbock
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From mkistinger at biblio.org Tue Jun 25 10:35:59 2013
From: mkistinger at biblio.org (Margaret Kistinger)
Date: Tue, 25 Jun 2013 10:35:59 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] unsubscribe
Message-ID: <8D96DF4C6BFA4C99A43B43FDC8DF844B@NM0909A>

Please unsubscribe.

Thank you.

Margaret

Margaret Kistinger
Reference/Information Services Librarian
New Milford Public Library
24 Main Street

New Milford, CT 06776
mkistinger at biblio.org
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From kmccallum at aapld.org Tue Jun 25 10:54:02 2013
From: kmccallum at aapld.org (Kristen McCallum)
Date: Tue, 25 Jun 2013 09:54:02 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Obituary maintenance software
In-Reply-To: <002a01ce7115$1da02710$58e07530$@hcpl.org>
References: <002a01ce7115$1da02710$58e07530$@hcpl.org>
Message-ID: <CAJv_p_X2WkbRJk0kVwZbiupnvgyiCoUYqZ2u3=grNaNWF9eX9g@mail.gmail.com>
Lynda,
We're using VITA Digital Toolkit <http://vitatoolkit.ca/> from Our Digital
World and have been very pleased. If you or anyone from your library will
be attending ALA, they will be there in the exhibitor's hall. They've put
together an Illinois Newspaper Portal to showcase some of the features.
Check it out at http://vitacollections.ca/IllinoisNews/search. It should
be able to handle pretty much anything you want to capture or index. The
only cons I can think of is that the data entry page seems a bit cluttered
(because of all the options) but it may be customizable and I just never
looked into changing it. I've attached the instructions I made for a
volunteer who was inputting items from the "Bridal Aisle" of our local
newspaper. It includes some screen shots so you can get an idea of what it
looks like and how we use it at our library.
Hope this helps!
Kristen McCallum
Reference Librarian
Algonquin Area Public Library
Kristen McCallum
Reference Librarian
Algonquin Area Public Library
On Mon, Jun 24, 2013 at 2:57 PM, Lynda Schreiner <lschreiner at hcpl.org>wrote:
> Dear List:****

>
> ** **
>
> We currently use Evanced software for our obituary index. We have been
> informed that this product will no longer be supported in the near future,
> so we are exploring our options for a change.****
>
> ** **
>
> Would you mind sharing what you use to index obituaries, the pros and
> cons, and if you would recommend it. It would be a bonus if the same
> software could be adapted to index marriages and births from newspaper
> announcements.****
>
> ** **
>
> Thank you, and feel free to reply on or off list. lschreiner at hcpl.org****
>
> ** **
>
> Regards,****
>
> *Lynda Barron Schreiner*
>
> Genealogy/Local History Archivist****
>
> Henderson County Public Library****
>
> 101 S. Main Street****
>
> Henderson, Kentucky 42420****
>
> www.hcpl.org****
>
> ** **
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
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From GlasgowE at WTCPL.ORG Tue Jun 25 12:17:31 2013
From: GlasgowE at WTCPL.ORG (Elizabeth Glasgow)
Date: Tue, 25 Jun 2013 16:17:31 +0000

Subject: [Genealib] Yours for Postage
In-Reply-To: <8553689BD2AE744CB6C110AB31422ECD8043DDF4@OHWAR300.WPL.LOCAL>
References: <8553689BD2AE744CB6C110AB31422ECD8043DDF4@OHWAR300.WPL.LOCAL>
Message-ID: <8553689BD2AE744CB6C110AB31422ECD8043DE4B@OHWAR300.WPL.LOCAL>
The books have been spoken for.

Thank you.

From: Elizabeth Glasgow
Sent: Tuesday, June 25, 2013 10:06 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists (genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu)
Subject: Yours for Postage
Yours for the cost of postage:
Going to America, Terry Coleman.

Genealogical Publishing Co., 1972.

The Winthrop Fleet of 1630, Charles Edward Banks.
1980.

Genealogical Publishing Co.,

Elizabeth A. Glasgow
Local History & Genealogy Center
Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
444 Mahoning Ave. NW
Warren, Ohio 44483
(330) 399-8807, Ext.120
We may sit in our library and yet be in all the corners of the earth.
John Lubbock
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From vtjones at nbccpl.org Tue Jun 25 17:09:42 2013
From: vtjones at nbccpl.org (Victor T Jones Jr)
Date: Tue, 25 Jun 2013 17:09:42 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] "The Story of Little Switzerland" index problems
Message-ID: <001a01ce71e8$503205d0$f0961170$@org>
I just received a donation of the book "The Story of Little Switzerland
[N.C.]" by Louisa DeSaussure Duls (first paperback printing, 1989). In
looking through the book, several pages of the index are blank.
Can someone send copies/scans of the following pages?

260-261, 264-265, 268-269, and 272-273.
Thanks,
Victor
--Victor T. Jones, Jr.
Special Collections Librarian
Kellenberger Room
New Bern-Craven County Public Library
400 Johnson Street
New Bern, NC 28560-4098

Phone: (252) 638-7808

Fax: (252) 638-7817

E-mail: <mailto:vjones at cpclib.org> vtjones at nbccpl.org or
<mailto:kellenbergerroom at gmail.com> kellenbergerroom at gmail.com
Web:

<http://newbern.cpclib.org/> http://newbern.cpclib.org

Opinions expressed in this communication are mine and do not necessarily
represent the opinions of the library.
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From Cwitcher at acpl.lib.in.us Tue Jun 25 17:18:37 2013
From: Cwitcher at acpl.lib.in.us (Curt Witcher)
Date: Tue, 25 Jun 2013 21:18:37 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy & Local History Discussion Group of ALA
Message-ID: <79f9ed3529cd4833a204a8f92449bbfd@Exchange.b-hive.acpl.lib.in.us>
For those who are going to be in Chicago for the American Library Association
Annual Meeting this coming weekend, I want to share the following with you.
The Genealogy & Local History Discussion Group meeting at the American Library
Association 2013 Annual Conference in Chicago is pleased to have Tamar
Evangelestia-Dougherty of the University of Chicago and its Black Metropolis
Research Consortium Survey as a discussion starter.
Ms. Evangelestia-Dougherty will speak with us about her experiences in working with
the Black Metropolis Research Consortium Survey, a multi-year project of archival

surveying of African American primary source research materials in locations
throughout the Chicago area. This general topic is of keen interest to the History
Section of RUSA as numerous programs and discussions in recent years have focused
on identifying and preserving consequential historical documents.
The Discussion Group will meet on Saturday, June 29, 2013 from 1 p.m. to 2 p.m. in
Room N230A of the McCormick Place Conference Center. Please join us.
Curt B. Witcher, MLS, FUGA, IGSF
Genealogy Center Manager
Senior Manager of Special Collections
Allen County Public Library
CWitcher at ACPL.Info
260-421-1226
Fax: 260-421-1386
www.GenealogyCenter.org
==========================================================================
The views, opinions, and judgments expressed in this message are solely those of
the author.
The message contents have not been reviewed or approved by the Allen County Public
Library.
==========================================================================
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From kay.tillotson at ncdcr.gov Wed Jun 26 08:49:45 2013
From: kay.tillotson at ncdcr.gov (Tillotson, Kay)
Date: Wed, 26 Jun 2013 12:49:45 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] "The Story of Little Switzerland" index problems
In-Reply-To: <001a01ce71e8$503205d0$f0961170$@org>
References: <001a01ce71e8$503205d0$f0961170$@org>
Message-ID: <48849001EC70D04B9BF552F7A8DD9EFA22D71580@NCWWDITMXMBX31.ad.ncmail>
Good Morning Victor,
Carla Morris, ILL Tech, will be mailing you the missing sheets. We talked and
decided to send hard copies rather than scanned copies; hard copies may be more
consistent easily blend with the publications when tipped into your book.
Kay Tillotson, Genealogy Research Librarian
Genealogical Services
Government and Heritage Library
State Library of North Carolina
4641 Mail Service Center
Raleigh, North Carolina 27699-4641

919/807-7460

(phone)

http://statelibraryncdcr.gov
The opinions expressed in this message may not represent the policy of this agency.
E-mail to and from this source, in connection with the transaction of public
business, is subject to the North Carolina Public Records Law and may be disclosed
to third parties.
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] on behalf of Victor T Jones Jr [vtjones at nbccpl.org]
Sent: Tuesday, June 25, 2013 5:09 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: [Genealib] "The Story of Little Switzerland" index problems
I just received a donation of the book ?The Story of Little Switzerland [N.C.]? by
Louisa DeSaussure Duls (first paperback printing, 1989). In looking through the
book, several pages of the index are blank.
Can someone send copies/scans of the following pages?
260-261, 264-265, 268-269, and 272-273.
Thanks,
Victor
--Victor T. Jones, Jr.
Special Collections Librarian
Kellenberger Room
New Bern-Craven County Public Library
400 Johnson Street
New Bern, NC 28560-4098
Phone: (252) 638-7808
Fax: (252) 638-7817
E-mail: vtjones at nbccpl.org<mailto:vjones at cpclib.org> or kellenbergerroom at
gmail.com<mailto:kellenbergerroom at gmail.com>
Web: http://newbern.cpclib.org<http://newbern.cpclib.org/>
Opinions expressed in this communication are mine and do not necessarily represent
the opinions of the library.
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From bteschek at hampton.lib.nh.us Wed Jun 26 13:33:34 2013
From: bteschek at hampton.lib.nh.us (Bill Teschek)
Date: Wed, 26 Jun 2013 13:33:34 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Free back issues of New England Historical and
Genealogical Register
Message-ID: <51CB25EE.5948.113E728A@bteschek.hampton.lib.nh.us>
Attached is a listing of many years worth of bound (ex-library) issues of the New
England Historical and Genealogical
Register, offered free for postage.
Bill Teschek
Assistant Director/Head of Technical Services
Lane Memorial Library
2 Academy Ave.
Hampton, NH 03842
603.926.3368

bteschek at hampton.lib.nh.us
-------------- next part -------------The following section of this message contains a file attachment
prepared for transmission using the Internet MIME message format.
If you are using Pegasus Mail, or any other MIME-compliant system,
you should be able to save it or view it from within your mailer.
If you cannot, please ask your system administrator for assistance.
---- File information ----------File: NEHGR.xls
Date: 6 May 2013, 16:12
Size: 18944 bytes.
Type: Excel-sheet
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From GlasgowE at WTCPL.ORG Thu Jun 27 17:01:23 2013
From: GlasgowE at WTCPL.ORG (Elizabeth Glasgow)
Date: Thu, 27 Jun 2013 21:01:23 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Yours for the cost of postage
Message-ID: <8553689BD2AE744CB6C110AB31422ECD8043E0F2@OHWAR300.WPL.LOCAL>
Two items can be yours for the cost of postage:
The Ohio Canals, Frank Wilcox. Kent State University Press, 1969.
is torn but the book is in good condition.
Index to the 1860 Federal Population Census of Ohio, 2 Vols.

The dust jacket

Good condition.

Elizabeth A. Glasgow
Local History & Genealogy Center
Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
444 Mahoning Ave. NW
Warren, Ohio 44483
(330) 399-8807, Ext.120
We may sit in our library and yet be in all the corners of the earth.
John Lubbock
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From dlduay at yahoo.com Sun Jun 30 06:26:40 2013
From: dlduay at yahoo.com (Debbie Duay)
Date: Sun, 30 Jun 2013 03:26:40 -0700 (PDT)
Subject: [Genealib] Tutorial: Researching Your Revolutionary War Patriot
Ancestor
In-Reply-To: <1372587415.90761.YahooMailNeo@web125901.mail.ne1.yahoo.com>
References: <1372587415.90761.YahooMailNeo@web125901.mail.ne1.yahoo.com>
Message-ID: <1372588000.17282.YahooMailNeo@web125904.mail.ne1.yahoo.com>
This free tutorial provides a step-by-step process for finding and documenting your
Revolutionary War patriot ancestor.
http://www.learnwebskills.com/patriot
?
In addition to the step-by-step process, other helpful parts of the?tutorial
include:
?
Vital Records and Probate Records
http://www.learnwebskills.com/patriot/vitalrecords1.htm
Over 4,000 links to free vital records and probate records arranged by state and
county
?
County & Town Histories
http://www.learnwebskills.com/patriot/countyhistories1.htm
Over 4,000 links to free county and town histories arranged by state and county
?
Index to Online and Offline Bible Records
http://www.learnwebskills.com/patriot/biblerecords.htm
Index to over 17,000 pre-1830 family Bible records
?
Index to War of 1812 Pension Application Files
http://www.learnwebskills.com/patriot/war1812pensions.htm
Growing index with currently over 25,000 War of 1812 pension files
?
Enjoy!
Debbie Duay, Ph.D.
Fort Lauderdale, FL
dlduay at yahoo.com
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